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RECOMMENDATION
Receive update on traffic safety in the City and potential improvements and provide input and
direction to staff.
BACKGROUND
The Council identified Transportation and Traffic Safety as a Council Goal for 2017-18. This report
will identify current traffic safety conditions, areas of concern raised by residents, and options to
enhance traffic safety for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
Current Conditions
In 2017, the Police Department increased traffic enforcement throughout the city in response to
the Council’s goal and the related Vision Zero goal of minimizing traffic injuries and fatalities.
Police Officers conducted directed traffic patrols in residential areas and along West Grand
Avenue watching for violations with regard to speed, stop signs, and distracted driving. Officers
concentrated on known problem locations based on report statistics and community member
complaints. As a result of our efforts, traffic collisions in the city last year were reduced by 9%
overall and hit and run traffic collisions were reduced by 28%.
The Police Department has also carried out speed surveys over the past year on specific streets
where traffic safety concerns have been raised such as South 16th Street. Police placed a mobile
radar unit in various locations on South 16th Street and monitored vehicle speeds. During a twoweek time frame in 2017, the radar unit catalogued 35,952 vehicles traveling between Long
Branch Avenue and Mentone Avenue and identified certain times of day when traffic was heavier
than others. The 85th percentile of vehicle speeds was determined to be 28.5 miles per hour,
which is slightly higher than the 25 miles per hour limit and occasional speeding vehicles were
also recorded. Once the study was completed, officers returned to the area to conduct
enforcement operations. As a result of the directed traffic enforcement for South 16th Street, traffic
collisions were reduced from eight in 2016 to seven in 2017 and officers issued 29 citations in
2017 versus 14 in 2016. The citations were issued for various vehicle code violations, not just for
speeding.
Also over the past year, the Police Department restarted a traffic motorcycle officer program for
the first time in six years. The department acquired two used police motorcycles from the Santa
Maria Police Department for $1 each. The Police Department identified an officer to take on the
duties of the motorcycle officer and the officer completed the required training in September 2017.
The traffic motorcycle was outfitted with the necessary equipment and deployed in the field in
November though this position is ancillary to the officer’s patrol function. Therefore, the City does
not have a dedicated full-time motorcycle patrol and a motorcycle officer is not on-duty at regular
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time periods. Currently, the motorcycle officer is only able to deploy the motorcycle when staffing
allows for more than two officers on patrol which limits the deployment of this motorcycle patrol.
Areas of Concern and Potential Options
Staff has identified the following areas of concern based on input from the community, traffic data
and Council concerns:




West Grand Avenue - crosswalk safety, intersection and general street lighting and vehicle
speeds
North 4th Street - crosswalk safety, intersection and general street lighting
South 16th Street - crosswalk safety, intersection and general street lighting, bus stop
safety and vehicle speeds

Below is speed and traffic collision information in 2017 for these three areas:






West Grand Avenue - Measured 85th Percentile Speed = 37 mph, Posted Speed = 35 mph,
Vehicle/Vehicle Collisions = 22 (most occurred at Highway 1 and 4th Street),
Vehicle/Pedestrian Collisions =0, and Vehicle/Bicycle Collisions = 0.
North 4th Street - Measured 85th Percentile Speed = 29 mph, Posted Speed = 35 mph,
Vehicle/Vehicle Collisions = 9, Vehicle/Pedestrian Collisions = 0,
Vehicle/Bicycle Collisions = 0.
South 16th Street - Measured 85th Percentile Speed = 28.5 mph,
Posted Speed = 25 mph, Vehicle/Vehicle Collisions = 7,
Vehicle/Pedestrian Collisions = 0, Vehicle/Bicycle Collisions = 0.

Traffic safety improvement is generally accomplished by improving public education, increasing
enforcement activities, and developing engineering or physical improvements. Below is a
description of potential options for such improvements for the Council’s consideration:
West Grand Avenue – Options to increase traffic safety on West Grand Avenue include crosswalk
enhancements, traffic calming measures and additional street lighting. Crosswalks at uncontrolled
intersections on West Grand Avenue, in particular 3rd Street, could be improved by implementing
one or more crosswalk enhancements and by improving intersection lighting. Staff has provided
a report prepared by the Federal Highway Administration entitled Guide for Improving Pedestrian
Safety at Uncontrolled Crossing Locations as Attachment 1 that provides useful background on
the use and selection of crosswalk improvements at uncontrolled intersections. Options include
enhanced striping and markers, flashing warning devices and pedestrian activated stop lights. In
January 2017, staff provided the Council with information on other traffic calming measures. A
copy that report is included as Attachment 2. Traffic calming is already provided to some degree
on West Grand Avenue with the installation of center medians and bulb-outs but the Council could
consider additional measures such as speed humps or speed tables. Improvement to the general
lighting on West Grand Avenue could be accomplished by installation of additional street lights
with a focus on intersection lighting.
North 4th Street – Options to increase traffic safety on North 4th Street are the same as identified
above and include crosswalk enhancements, traffic calming measures and additional street
lighting. Crosswalks at uncontrolled intersections could be improved by implementing one or more
crosswalk enhancements and by improving intersection lighting. In 2017, new pedestrian crossing
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lights were installed at the intersection of North 4th Street and Atlantic City Avenue to improve
motorist awareness of pedestrians using this crosswalk.
South 16th Street – Crosswalk safety, intersection and general street lighting, bus stop safety and
vehicle speeds have been concerns identified by residents on South 16th Street. Of particular
concern is the intersection of South 16th Street and Trouville Avenue. There is a school bus stop
located on South 16th Street adjacent to the Mentone Basin Park between Mentone and Trouville
Avenues and residents have requested a stop sign be placed at Trouville to reduce speeds and
improve bus stop safety. Around the perimeter of the park, there is an existing four-way stop sign
at Mentone Avenue and South 16th Street; a two-way stop in the east-west direction at South 16th
Street and Trouville Avenue; a two-way stop at South 14th Street and Mentone Avenue in the
north-south direction and a four-way stop at South 14th Street and Trouville Avenue. While
installation of a stop sign would likely not be warranted based on existing speeds or pedestrian
volumes, the Council could consider other factors such as the adjacent park and the nearby bus
stop in deciding whether a stop sign is appropriate at this location. In addition, options for
improving safety are similar to those presented above.
Staff is seeking the Council’s direction on the selection of traffic safety measures to consider at
each of the areas identified above. In addition, the Council could provide direction to staff to
consider other areas. Immediate concerns could be addressed by implementing one or more
measures including public education, additional enforcement and the physical solutions identified
above. Staff is recommending the Council also consider a long-range approach that would include
a citywide traffic safety study that could identify areas needing improvement and appropriate
measures to address traffic safety at each area. For the specific areas identified above, staff
would need to work with a consulting Traffic Engineer to identify the appropriate physical solutions
for each location and develop a cost estimate for implementation. Based on direction from the
Council, staff could return later in the year with information for the Council to consider along with
budget allocations for Fiscal Year 2018-2019.
FISCAL IMPACT
Depending on the Council’s direction, costs for improving traffic safety could vary significantly.
There is currently a limited budget available to implement any of the more substantial physical
solutions. Staff is proposing to develop cost estimates for targeted implementation measures at
each location identified by the Council. Staff could return to the Council with this information during
consideration of the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 budget for additional discussion and direction.
ALTERNATIVES
The City Council has the following alternatives to consider:
1. Receive update on traffic safety in the City and potential traffic calming measures and
related issues and provide input and direction to staff; or
2. Provide alternative direction to staff.
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The agenda was posted in accordance with the Brown Act and copies of this report were
provided to individuals who have recently approached the Council with traffic safety concerns.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Guide for Improving Pedestrian Safety at Uncontrolled Crossing Locations
2. January 23, 2017 Staff Report “Traffic Safety Update”
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Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The U.S. Government assumes no
liability for the use of the information contained in this document. This report does not
constitute a standard, specification, or regulation.
The U.S. Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trademarks or
manufacturers’ names appear in this report only because they are considered essential to the
objective of the document.
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What is the Guide for Improving Pedestrian Safety at Uncontrolled Crossing Locations?
State or local transportation or traffic safety departments should consider developing a policy or guide to support the
installation of countermeasures at uncontrolled pedestrian crossing locations. This document provides guidance to
agencies, including best practices for each step involved in selecting countermeasures. Agencies may use this guide
to develop a customized policy or to supplement existing local decision-making guidelines.
This document was produced by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as part of the Safe Transportation for
Every Pedestrian (STEP) program. STEP is part of the fourth round of Every Day Counts. STEP's purpose is to help
transportation agencies address crashes by promoting countermeasures with known safety benefits at uncontrolled
crossing locations.
Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing locations occur where sidewalks or designated walkways intersect a roadway at
a location where no traffic control (i.e. traffic signal or STOP sign) is present. These common crossing types occur at
intersections (where they may be marked or unmarked) and at non-intersection or midblock locations (where they must
be marked as crossings). Overall, uncontrolled pedestrian crossing locations correspond to higher pedestrian crash
rates, often due to inadequate pedestrian crossing accommodations.
By focusing on uncontrolled crossing locations, local and State agencies can address a significant national safety
problem and improve quality of life for pedestrians of all ages and abilities. STEP promotes the following five effective
and lower-cost countermeasures that communities can deploy based on their specific needs:
» Crosswalk visibility enhancements (i.e., high-visibility crosswalk markings, parking restriction on crosswalk
approach, improved lighting, advance Yield Here To [Stop Here For] Pedestrians sign and yield [stop] line, InStreet Pedestrian Crossing sign, and curb extension).
» Raised crosswalk.
» Pedestrian refuge island.
» Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB).
» Road Diet.
These countermeasures and their safety benefits are described further in this guide. The guide also includes best
practices for identifying locations and installing countermeasures at uncontrolled pedestrian crossing locations.
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Introduction
Pedestrians are among the most vulnerable
road users, accounting for approximately 16
percent of all roadway fatalities nationally in
2016, per the Fatality Analysis Reporting System
(FARS).1 Pedestrians are especially vulnerable
at non-intersection locations, where 72 percent
of pedestrian fatalities occur.1
This guide addresses safety issues at
uncontrolled pedestrian crossing locations,
which occur where sidewalks or designated
walkways intersect a roadway at a location
where no traffic control (i.e., traffic signal
or STOP sign) is present. These common
crossing types occur at intersections (where
they may be marked or unmarked) and
at non-intersection or midblock locations
(where they must be marked as crossings).
Overall, uncontrolled pedestrian crossing
locations correspond to higher pedestrian
crash rates than controlled locations, often
due to inadequate pedestrian crossing
accommodations.

How to Use this Guide
The guide includes steps to assist an agency
in selecting appropriate countermeasures
to help improve pedestrian safety, as
illustrated in Figure 1. An agency that has
an established process for identifying
priority locations for pedestrian safety
improvements should review the guidance
in Steps 3 through 6. This information is most
important for selecting pedestrian crossing
countermeasures. An agency that is at
the beginning stages of identifying priority
locations should consult each of the steps
described in this guide.

1

Collect data and
engage the public

2

Inventory conditions
and prioritize locations

3

Analyze crash types
and safety issues

4

Select countermeasures

5

Consult design and
installation resources

6

Identify opportunities
and monitor outcomes

Figure 1. Process diagram for selecting
countermeasures at uncontrolled pedestrian
crossing locations.

1
NHSTA, “FARS Data Query: 2016 Data.” Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) Encyclopedia. (2017). https://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov//QueryTool/QuerySection/
SelectYear.aspx
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Following the process in the guide results
in possible countermeasure options based
on road conditions, crash causes, and
pedestrian safety issues. The guide provides
two reference tables to help identify
countermeasure options. Table 1 identifies
countermeasures by roadway conditions
such as vehicle speed limit, annual average
daily traffic (AADT), and number of travel
lanes. Table 2 helps further pinpoint the most
appropriate countermeasures by common
safety concerns such as failure to yield or
excessive vehicle speeds. The guide does
not include specific recommendations for
countermeasures based on all criteria in
design and reference manuals, such as
actual speeds and pedestrian volumes.
The agency should reference the Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD),
American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) design
guidelines, and State and local practices
when selecting one or more specific
countermeasures. The guide is followed by
appendices including reference material for
a local agency resolution and a summary of
research cited for crash modification factors
(CMFs).
The agency should note additional
considerations for the application of this
guide, such as costs to design, install, and
maintain the treatments. The agency should
apply engineering judgment and conduct
field investigations to confirm data and
observe driver and pedestrian behaviors
when selecting countermeasures.

Introduction

Building a safe and connected pedestrian
network requires consideration of topics
beyond what is included in this guide.
This guide does not include methods for
prioritizing sidewalk improvements, but
agencies should consider giving special
attention to connecting the pedestrian
network with sidewalks, walkways, paved
shoulders, and trails and paths. The
ActiveTrans Priority Tool was created through
the National Cooperative Highway Research
Program and can provide agencies with
automated resources to prioritize pedestrian
and bicycle improvements.
Pedestrian crossings in or near school zones
are not specifically addressed in this guide,
as these crossings may be subject to other
guidance or other considerations. Agencies
may refer to the "Safe Routes to School
Briefing Sheets: School Area Traffic Control"
produced by the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE) for guidance on improving
pedestrian crossings near schools.
This guide does not describe pedestrian
crossing requirements per the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA), although ADA
requirements should be addressed as part
of any pedestrian crossing improvements
project. For more information about ADA
accessibility requirements, the agency
should consult the US Access Board's 1991
ADA Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG), the
2010 Standards for Accessible Design, and
the 2011 Proposed Accessibility Guidelines for
Pedestrian Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way
(proposed PROWAG).
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1
Collect Data and
Engage the Public
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section describes optional methods for describing existing pedestrian safety trends and engaging stakeholders.
The following are important considerations for this step in the process of selecting countermeasures:
» Review existing plans for safety statistics and locations previously identified for safety improvements.
» Develop a resolution or policy statement in support of improving pedestrian safety at uncontrolled crossing locations.
» If a formal process is preferred, initiate a Pedestrian Safety Action Plan to engage the community and identify
priority locations.
» If a less formal process is preferred, document public comments previously received or conduct a walkability audit
to identify locations generally considered as less safe for pedestrians crossing.

Collect Pedestrian Crash and
Safety Data
Crash reports completed by law
enforcement agencies may include
information about driver and pedestrian
actions, as well as environmental conditions
when and where the crash occurred. These
data are helpful to understand safety issues
in the area. Crash data may be geocoded
and mapped. The agency can collect crash
maps, request crash reports (as needed),
and contact public health officials for other
pedestrian injury data.

Collect Data and Engage the Public

Review Existing Traffic Safety Plans
The Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP)
is a comprehensive interagency plan
that the State updates and submits to
FHWA every 5 years. The SHSP may include
recommendations for improving pedestrian
safety. The agency should review the
SHSP for pedestrian crash statistics and
recommendations for pedestrian safety
improvements.
The SHSP informs the State's Highway
Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). The
HSIP describes how the State will allocate
funding for a variety of roadway safety
improvements. HSIP projects are selected
through a data-driven approach and can
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include pedestrian crash countermeasures
and intersection improvements. The HSIP
may set aside funding for pedestrian safety
improvements, or the program may use a
common scoring process to consider safety
projects for all travel modes. The agency
should identify and understand pedestrian
safety projects in the current HSIP, and
consider how pedestrian safety projects
are identified for potential funding and
implementation.
The SHSP is also linked to the State’s
Highway Safety Plan (HSP). The HSP is an
annual strategy submitted by the State’s
Governor’s Highway Safety Program
to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA). The HSP focuses on
countermeasures that address driver and
non-motorized behavior, and it provides
an investment plan for activities such as
law enforcement operations and public
education programs. The HSP establishes
performance measures. Pedestrian safety
initiatives are eligible for funding through the
HSP. The agency should research pedestrian
safety programs recommended in the HSP
and consider how pedestrian crossing
treatments can support the performance
standards described in the HSP.

Evaluate Pedestrian
Accommodation and Traffic
Safety Policies
The agency may have a policy or guidance
for how pedestrian improvements are
incorporated into other roadway projects,
such as a Complete Streets policy. The
policy explains the process for integrating
sidewalks and crossing treatments into
routine street maintenance activities and
large-scale highway projects. The agency
should examine the linkages between

Collect Data and Engage the Public

Complete Streets and pedestrian safety
and consider improvements to the process
to better integrate pedestrian crossing
improvements into roadway projects.
The agency may have adopted a policy
for eliminating traffic-related fatalities, such
as a Vision Zero or Toward Zero Deaths
initiative. The programs focus on eliminating
or significantly reducing traffic fatalities and
prioritize strategies for the most vulnerable
roadway users, such as pedestrians. These
programs may summarize how all agency
departments can improve pedestrian and
traffic safety, and may include metrics that
establish the need for safety at uncontrolled
pedestrian crossings.

Review Pedestrian Master Plans
for Proposed Projects
Another approach to identify pedestrian
issues is to review existing local or regional
plans, particularly those with a focus on
pedestrians, for potential locations for
safety projects and to identify needed
countermeasures. A State or local
pedestrian master plan may include
recommendations for pedestrian
safety projects, identified infrastructure
deficiencies, and/or documentation
about safety concerns. This step leverages
prior analyses and helps to identify
countermeasures that that the agency is
already considering.

Initiate a Pedestrian Safety Action
Plan (PSAP)
Agency leaders and community stakeholders
can begin a formal process to identify priority
locations and key strategies for improving
pedestrian safety. The agency may initiate a
PSAP to increase community awareness and
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support for improving pedestrian safety. A
PSAP considers the input of stakeholders from
multiple disciplines and uses data analysis
to identify potential locations for safety
improvement.

Document Informal Public
Comments

group devoted to considering pedestrian
safety and mobility, such as a pedestrian
advisory committee. This type of group can
collect input from stakeholders and present
their concerns to agency staff or decisionmakers.

Conduct a Walkability Audit

The agency can identify locations of
significance within a jurisdiction by
collecting concerns and requests from
community partners. Agencies should set
up a process for receiving, tracking, and
responding to input from residents and
visitors. Many local governments respond
with traffic calming request applications
or online forms for residents with concerns
about pedestrian safety on high-speed
arterials or collector streets. Agencies may
also consider forming a committee or work

Community leaders and neighbors can
conduct a walkability audit at priority
locations or corridors to identify deficiencies
in the pedestrian network at a small area
or neighborhood scale. This is an informal
method for engaging stakeholders and
raising awareness about pedestrian safety.
Leaders can organize an event and ask
participants to follow a simple checklist
to assess neighborhood streets. Figure 2
shows an excerpt from a sample "walkability
checklist" that agencies may use to conduct
a walkability audit.

Take a walk and use this checklist to rate your neighborhood’s walkability.

How walkable is your community?
Location of walk

Rating Scale:

1
awful

1. Did you have room to walk?
Yes

Some problems:
Sidewalks or paths started and stopped

3

many
some
problems problems

4
good

5

6

very good excellent

4. Was it easy to follow safety rules?
Could you and your child…
Yes

No

Cross at crosswalks or where you could see
and be seen by drivers?

Sidewalks were blocked with poles,
signs,shrubbery, dumpsters, etc.

Yes

No

Stop and look left, right and then left
again before crossing streets?

No sidewalks, paths, or shoulders

Yes

No

Walk on sidewalks or shoulders facing
traffic where there were no sidewalks?

Yes

No

Cross with the light?

Sidewalks were broken or cracked

Too much traffic
Something else
Rating: (circle one)
1 2 3 4 5 6

2

Locations of problems:

Rating: (circle one)
1 2 3 4 5 6

Locations of problems:

Figure 2. Excerpt from "Walkability Checklist."
Source: Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center. Created in collaboration with FHWA, NHTSA, National Center for Safe
Routes to School, and United States Environmental Protection Agency.
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RESOURCES

NHTSA Pedestrian Safety Information

FHWA HSIP Resources

NHTSA publishes annual reports summarizing
the latest pedestrian fatality statistics. These
statistics are based on FARS and the reports
describe pedestrian fatality trends per different
socioeconomic groups and for each State.

The HSIP includes the projects selected for
implementation, an evaluation of past projects,
and an annual status report. Projects can include
pedestrian safety improvement programs and
projects. For example, the 2016 Oregon HSIP
Annual Report details how the its All Roads
Transportation Safety Program sets aside funding to
address systemic pedestrian crash locations.

Smart Growth America – National Complete
Streets Coalition
Smart Growth America, a non-governmental
advocacy organization, supports the National
Complete Streets Coalition. This organization
provides resources to support the development and
implementation of Complete Streets policies. These
policies encourage pedestrian mobility and safety
by promoting street design that accommodates
controlled and uncontrolled crossings. For example,
the Massachusetts Department of Transportation
Complete Streets program assists local
governments developing Complete Streets policies
and implementation plans.
FHWA State SHSP Resources
The FHWA Office of Safety posts a link to each
State’s current SHSP. This website also lists
noteworthy practices. Many SHSP plans provide
an emphasis on pedestrians and contain goals for
reducing traffic fatalities and injuries.
The Ohio DOT 2015 SHSP has a pedestrian
emphasis area that seeks to reduce fatalities
and serious injuries through six strategies
that include data collection, institutionalizing
pedestrian accommodations, implementing proven
countermeasures, and promoting law enforcement.

Collect Data and Engage the Public

State HSP Documents
NHTSA posts the States’ current HSP outlining
non-infrastructure strategies for improving
roadway safety. A State HSP is likely to contain a
pedestrian fatality and injury reduction goal, an
associated performance measure, and describe
non-infrastructure initiatives like enforcement and
education programs. For example, Colorado DOT's
2017 HSP (called the 2017 Integrated Safety Plan)
supports the Denver Police Department’s “Decoy
Pedestrian Program” to enforce driver yielding
compliance at high-crash pedestrian crossings.
Vision Zero Network
This collaborative website posts case studies
and tracks cities who are implementing Vision
Zero plans or goals. The Vision Zero Network
website also notes best practices by agencies
who are working to eliminate traffic fatalities
and serious injuries. Vision Zero goals are
accompanied by policies, strategies, and target
dates. For example, Columbia, Missouri’s Vision
Zero Action Plan contains an outreach campaign
to educate pedestrians and drivers on new and
potentially confusing infrastructure improvements
like pedestrian hybrid beacons and enhanced
pedestrian crosswalks.
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FHWA How to Develop a Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Action Plan (2017)

FHWA Achieving Multimodal Networks: Applying
Design Flexibility and Reducing Conflicts (2016)

This document explains the process of developing
pedestrian and bicycle safety action plans. The
sources of data required for these plans may include
police reports, roadway and intersection conditions,
field visits of crash sites. For example, New Jersey’s
PSAP identified how its infrastructure prioritization
programs could be revised to recognize locations
with systemic pedestrian crash risk.

This resource focuses on flexibility and options
for the design of pedestrian and bicycle networks
designed to minimize crash conflicts, including
case studies to illustrate various design treatments.

Collect Data and Engage the Public

Walkability Checklist
This tool can be used by community leaders
during a walkability audit to evaluate pedestrian
infrastructure and traffic behavior.
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2
Inventory Conditions
and Prioritize Locations
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section describes how the agency can document field conditions (such as roadway characteristics) necessary for
prioritizing locations and selecting countermeasures. The following are important considerations for this step:
» Create a worksheet or checklist of roadway characteristics to record in the field (see Figure 3).
» Document pedestrian volumes and driver behavior, especially where pedestrians are frequently expected such as at
bus stop locations and near schools.
» Classify pedestrian crossings as either uncontrolled or controlled locations.
» Analyze data and create maps to show priority locations for pedestrian improvements.

Inventory Roadway Characteristics
The process of collecting roadway
characteristics includes compiling
geospatial data to create base maps
for each of the priority sites. Roadway
conditions are key criteria for selecting
countermeasures. The agency may
document and map the following roadway
characteristics for priority sites (see Glossary
for more information):

» Center turn lanes, medians, or refuge
islands.

» Speeds, including posted speed limits
and actual speeds (i.e., 85th percentile
speeds).

» On-street parking, alignment, and marked
or signed restrictions.

» Intersection turn lanes.
» Vehicle queue lengths at intersections.
» Width of roadway, from curb to curb.
» Traffic volumes (AADT or ADT).
» Large truck traffic volumes or large trucks
as a percentage of total traffic.

» Number of travel lanes for each approach.

Inventory Conditions and Prioritize Locations
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City of Boulder Pedestrian Crossing Treatment Installation Guidelines

Crossing Location Evaluation Worksheet

Rev. 11/2/11

STEP 1 - LOCATION DESCRIPTION
Major Street: _________________________ Crossing Location: ___________________________
Is this a multi-use path crossing?
Existing Traffic Control:

Yes

Stop Sign

No

Posted Speed Limit: ______ mph

Traffic Signal

Uncontrolled

Existing Crossing Treatments (if any): ________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Nearby Pedestrian Generators (School, transit stop, commercial, etc.): ______________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

STEP 2 - PHYSICAL DATA
Roadway Configuration:

2-Lane
3-Lane w/Striped Median
3 Lane w/Raised Median
4 Lane

5 Lane w/Striped Median
5 Lane w/Raised Median
6 Lane
Other: _______________

Crossing Distance By Direction: _______ ft total _______ ft to median

_______ ft to median

Nearest Marked or Protected Pedestrian Crossing: _______________

Distance to: _______ft

(if applicable +
note direction)

(if applicable +
note direction)

(For uncontrolled location only) Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) = _______ ft
Is SSD ≥ 8x Speed Limit?

Yes

_______ ft.

No If No, are improvements to SSD feasible?

Yes

No

Figure 3. Example crossing inventory worksheet.
STEP 3a - TRAFFIC DATA

Source: City of Boulder, Pedestrian Crossing Treatment Installation Guidelines (2011).

Inventory Conditions and Prioritize Locations
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Inventory Pedestrian Crossings
and Observed Traffic Behavior

Classify Pedestrian Crossings as
Controlled or Uncontrolled

The agency can also document pedestrian
crossing conditions. Agency staff can visit
the sites and record the following crossing
site features:

In addition to collecting inventory information
about the priority sites, it is important that the
agency categorize each crossing as either
controlled or uncontrolled. Uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing locations occur where
sidewalks or designated walkways intersect
a roadway at a location where no traffic
control (i.e., traffic signal or STOP sign) is
present. These common crossing types occur
at intersections (where they may be marked
or unmarked) and at non-intersection or
midblock locations (where they must be
marked as crossings). This guide describes
countermeasures applicable to uncontrolled
crossings. Some of these countermeasures
can also be used for controlled crossings,
and the agency should consult other
guidance for specific implementation
criteria at those sites.

» Crosswalk markings, presence, and types.
» Crosswalk distance (in feet) and crossing
phase duration (in seconds).
» Signage, such as advance, crosswalk, and
in-street.
» Traffic control devices and signals, such
as pedestrian crossing signal, pedestrian
signal detector, STOP sign, and PHB.
» Signal phasing and restrictions, such
as Leading Pedestrian Interval, split
or concurrent phasing type, and turn
restrictions.
» Vertical elements, such as refuge island or
raised crosswalk.
» Horizontal elements, such as curb
extensions, narrowed curb radii, Road Diet,
or lane reconfiguration.
» Accessibility features, such as curb ramps,
truncated domes, and accessible signal
push buttons.
» Lighting and visibility enhancements, such
as overhead lighting.
» Pedestrian volumes, including transit
boarding volumes from nearby stops.
» Pedestrian crossing behaviors near
important activity centers such as transit
stops, schools, and in downtown districts.
» Driver behaviors at crosswalks and
intersections.
» Sight distance and visual clearance of
crossing.

Inventory Conditions and Prioritize Locations

Screen the Network for HighCrash or High-Risk Locations
By following a data-driven approach, the
agency can readily explain and defend
how it selected priority sites for improvement.
An agency can study, or screen, the safety
conditions for the road network within its
jurisdiction. The screening process uses
geo-coded pedestrian crash data and
other information to identify different types
of locations. Network screening may take
the form of spot safety or systemic safety
analysis. Spot safety analysis is based on
crash history at individual locations and
identified high-crash locations. The systemic
approach analyzes crash history on an
aggregate basis to identify roadways that
have high-crash experience, as well as
high-risk characteristics at other sites before
crashes occur, so countermeasures can be
selected to address these characteristics.
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Analyze “Hot Spots” or Crash Cluster
Locations
Spot safety analysis involves mapping
the individual locations of crashes over a
time period, preferably at least 5 years for
pedestrian crash data. Mapping these
crashes on a geographic information system
(GIS) helps to visually reveal clusters, or “hot
spots,” of pedestrian crashes. Similarly, using
the spot analysis approach may also reveal
corridors or areas where pedestrian crashes
tend to cluster. Grouping the clusters of
crashes identified in the spot location
process can show areas of potential
pedestrian improvements. These areas
may be corridors, roadways that share
roadway design features, and/or areas of
a similar land use. Figure 4 shows a map of
pedestrian crash locations in an area.

Develop a Systemic Analysis Approach
Many areas may have low pedestrian
crash rates, but still have a high risk for
pedestrian crashes. The agency can
identify these sites based on roadway
characteristics combined with land use
features of the area. The agency may select
countermeasures to address these high-risk
factors before pedestrian crashes occur.
The systemic analysis can cover different
geographies; an agency may choose to
analyze for an area of interest or the entire
jurisdiction. Systemic analysis considers
factors such as inadequate roadway
design and traffic control devices, lighting
conditions, vehicle speeds, and nearby
pedestrian destinations. Combinations of
these factors help identify countermeasures
to address and prevent pedestrian crashes.

Figure 4. Crash cluster analysis map: Richmond, VA.
Source: Virginia Department of Transportation (2017).

Inventory Conditions and Prioritize Locations
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3
Analyze Crash Types
and Safety Issues
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section describes methods for summarizing pedestrian crash types and observed traffic safety issues. This
information is important for selecting countermeasures. The following are important considerations for this step:
» Diagram crashes according to information included on crash reports (see Figure 5 for a sample diagram).
» Review the crash types described by the Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System (PEDSAFE).
» Conduct a pedestrian Road Safety Audit (RSA) to formally engage representatives from various departments and
interest groups.
» Lead an informal site visit to engage stakeholders and describe conditions observed in the field.

Diagram Crash Reports
Crash diagrams are created to graphically
illustrate crash data associated with a given
site. Each crash is plotted on a schematic
of the site at the approximate location
where the crash occurred. Icons are used
to represent crash types so that patterns
are identifiable. Spatial analysis tools like
GIS can also enhance the analysis. Crash
diagrams are sometimes plotted on aerial
imagery and cross referenced with a
tabular listing of the associated crash data
so that agency staff can easily access key
information. Crash diagrams are useful
when there are many crashes associated
with a site. An agency may not have
sufficient pedestrian crash history to reveal
crash patterns, but the absence of crash

Analyze Crash Types and Safety Issues

data does not necessarily mean a safety
problem does not exist. In these cases, an
agency should consider systemic analysis.

Identify Crash Factors
Whether an agency is assembling the crash
diagrams or simply conducting an exercise
to identify potential factors for pedestrian
crashes in their jurisdiction, these factors
can be considered:
» Vehicle speed.
» Compliance with regulations and traffic
devices.
» Pedestrian crossing behaviors.
» Built environment or area type.
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» Intersection presence and types of traffic
control devices.
» Pedestrian crossing distance.
» Time of day/day of week/seasonal factors.
» Alcohol involvement by pedestrians or
drivers.
» Demographics.
» Special populations, such as school-aged
children, older adults, and persons with
disabilities.
» Presence of transit stops.

Conduct a Road Safety Audit (RSA)
An RSA is the formal safety performance
examination of an existing or future
road or intersection by an independent,
multidisciplinary team. It qualitatively estimates
and reports on potential road safety issues
and identifies opportunities for improvements
in safety for all road users. An RSA considers
all users of the roadway and human factors
and generates a formal report and response
upon its conclusion. The agency can use
the field conditions inventory and crash
type summary during the RSA process. RSAs
typically produce multiple planning-level
countermeasure recommendations for the
study corridor or area.

Figure 5. Pedestrian collision summary.
Source: City of Phoenix, AZ. 2015 Pedestrian Collision Summary (2015).

Analyze Crash Types and Safety Issues
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Like traditional RSAs, pedestrian RSAs are
performed by a multidisciplinary team of
experts or agency representatives, use
structured prompt lists, and consider the
surrounding socioeconomic and land use
context. The materials for a pedestrian
RSA provide more detail on pedestrian
safety issues and examine elements such
as signage, obstructions, signals, bus stop
locations, drainage, and lighting. These
tools can help identify possible deficiencies
in the pedestrian network and potential
locations for further investigation.

Lead an Informal Site Visit
An alternative to a formal RSA is an onsite evaluation of pedestrian conditions
including representatives from multiple
agency departments and stakeholder
interest groups. An informal on-site
evaluation can collect information about
pedestrian crossings and traffic operations
at the neighborhood or area-wide scale.
Law enforcement, public health, community
groups, neighborhood residents, street
or transportation departments, planning,
emergency response, schools, and public
transportation agencies can be involved in
the process. The findings from this informal
evaluation should be documented and
shared with participants.

RESOURCES

FHWA Model Road Safety Audit Policy (2014)

Pedestrian RSA Case Studies (2009)

This resource outlines the steps typically taken to
conduct an RSA and the roles of the stakeholders.
Identifying safety issues is an element of the RSA
that is accompanied by suggestions on how to
enhance the specific road’s safety.

This website provides links to several examples of
RSAs focused on identifying pedestrian safety risks
and improvement strategies. For example, the City
of Tucson, Arizona conducted an RSA of roadways
with PHBs to improve the countermeasures’ visibility
and usability.

Pedestrian RSA Guidelines and Prompt Lists
(2007)
This resource complements practices for RSAs
with additional guidance and a field manual for a
pedestrian-focused RSA. An RSA team will use the
knowledge of a diverse team, analysis of crash data,
and a site visit to identify pedestrian safety issues.

Analyze Crash Types and Safety Issues

PEDSAFE: Pedestrian Crash Typing
PEDSAFE provides definitions for 12 key pedestrian
crash types identified by the software package, the
Pedestrian and Bicycle Crash Analysis Tool (PBCAT).
PBCAT is still used by many agencies but may not be
compatible with some current operating systems.
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4
Select Countermeasure(s)
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section can help the agency select countermeasures based on information previously collected and assessed.
The agency can use the following resources to select countermeasures:
» Reference Table 1 to compare roadway and vehicle speed characteristics to countermeasure options.
» Reference Table 2 to compare crash types and other observed safety issues to countermeasure options.
» Review Appendix B for more information about countermeasure CRFs and CMFs.

Application of Countermeasures
by Roadway Feature
Table 1 includes a comprehensive
matrix and list of STEP pedestrian crash
countermeasures suggested for application
at uncontrolled crossing locations
per roadway and traffic features. The
countermeasures are assigned to specific
matrix cells based on safety research,
best practices, and established national
guidelines. When a pedestrian crossing is
established, the agency should review the
countermeasure options in the cells before
selecting the optimal group of crossing
treatments. The agency should consider
the previously obtained characteristics
such as pedestrian volume, operational
speeds, land use context, and other site
features when selecting countermeasures.

Select Countermeasure(s)

The agency should also reference the
MUTCD and other national, State, and local
guidelines when making the final selection
of countermeasures.
For example, the agency may evaluate a
5-lane road with no raised median, an AADT
of 12,000, and a 35 mph posted speed
limit. The matrix recommends the agency
strongly consider high-visibility crosswalks,
adequate lighting, and parking restrictions
on the approaches. In addition, the agency
should strongly consider adding advance
Yield Here To (Stop Here For) Pedestrians
signs and yield (stop) lines, pedestrian
refuge islands, and PHBs. Other candidate
treatments include implementing a Road
Diet along the corridor and adding curb
extensions.
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Table 1. Application of pedestrian crash countermeasures by roadway feature.
Speed Limit
≤30 mph
Roadway
Configuration
2 lanes*

35 mph

≥40 mph

≤30 mph

Vehicle AADT <9,000
1 2 3 4 1

5 6

3

5 6 7

1 2 3 4 1
3 lanes with
raised median* 5
5

3

1

3

≥40 mph

≤30 mph

Vehicle AADT 9,000–15,000
3

5 6 7

3
3 4 1
5 6
5 6 7
1

3 4 1
7
5

1

3

5 6 7

35 mph

≥40 mph

Vehicle AADT >15,000
3
3 4 1
5 6 7
5 6 7
1

1

3

5 6 7

3

1

3

1

3 4 1

3

1

3

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

1

3

1

3 4 1

3

1

3

3

1

3

1

7

5

7

5

1

3

5 6 7

1
3
3 4 1
5 6 7
5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

1 2 3 4 1
3
3 lanes w/o
raised median† 5 6 7
5 6 7
1
4+ lanes with
raised median‡ 5

1

35 mph

1

3

1

3

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

4+ lanes w/o
raised median‡ 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8
*One lane in each direction

One lane in each direction with two-way left-turn lane

†

Given the set of conditions in a cell,
#

Signifies that the countermeasure should always be
considered, but not mandated or required, based upon
engineering judgment at a marked uncontrolled
crossing location.

# Signifies that the countermeasure is a candidate
treatment at a marked uncontrolled crossing location.
The absence of a number signifies that the countermeasure
is generally not an appropriate treatment, but exceptions may
be considered following engineering judgment.

Two or more lanes in each direction

‡

1 High-visibility crosswalk markings, parking restriction on
crosswalk approach, adequate nighttime lighting levels
2 Raised crosswalk
3 Advance Yield Here To (Stop Here For) Pedestrians sign
and yield (stop) line
4 In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign
5 Curb extension
6 Pedestrian refuge island
7 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
8 Road Diet

This table was developed using information from: Zegeer, C. V., Stewart, J. R., Huang, H. H., Lagerwey, P. A., Feaganes, J., & Campbell, B. J. (2005), Safety
effects of marked versus unmarked crosswalks at uncontrolled locations: Final report and recommended guidelines (No. FHWA-HRT-04-100); Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 2009 Edition, Chapter 4F. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons; the Crash Modification Factors (CMF) Clearinghouse website (http://www.
cmfclearinghouse.org/); and the Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System (PEDSAFE) website (http://www.pedbikesafe.org/PEDSAFE/).

Select Countermeasure(s)
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Safety Issues Addressed per
Countermeasure
The results of the crash analysis, road safety
audit, and/or stakeholder input provide
the agency with a better understanding
of the risk factors at uncontrolled crossing
locations. The countermeasures listed
in this guide can improve the visibility of
crossing locations and reduce crashes,
and they each address at least one
additional safety concern associated with
a higher risk of collision and/or severe

injury. These additional safety issues include
the following: excessive vehicle speed,
inadequate conspicuity/visibility, drivers not
yielding to pedestrians in crosswalks, and
insufficient separation from traffic.
Table 2 shows the specific safety issues that
each countermeasure may address. For
example, the addition of PHBs has been
consistently shown to improve motorist
yielding by 90 percent or greater, when
compared with no traffic control or warning
type devices.

Table 2. Safety issues addressed per countermeasure.
Safety Issue Addressed

Pedestrian Crash Countermeasure for
Uncontrolled Crossings

Conflicts
at crossing
locations

Excessive
vehicle speed

Inadequate
conspicuity/
visibility

Drivers not
Insufficient
yielding to
separation from
pedestrians in
traffic
crosswalks

Crosswalk visibility enhancement
High-visibility crosswalk markings*
Parking restriction on crosswalk
approach*
Improved nighttime lighting*
Advance Yield Here To (Stop Here For)
Pedestrians sign and yield (stop) line*
In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign*
Curb extension*
Raised crosswalk
Pedestrian refuge island
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
Road Diet
*These countermeasures make up the STEP countermeasure “crosswalk visibility enhancements.” Multiple countermeasures may be
implemented at a location as part of crosswalk visibility enhancements.

Select Countermeasure(s)
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Countermeasure Descriptions
This subsection describes considerations
for implementation of each of the
countermeasures included in Tables
1 and 2. The agency can review other
guidance—such as the MUTCD, the AASHTO
Pedestrian Guide, and/or agency policies
and practices—to identify and select
countermeasures for implementation.

Crosswalk visibility enhancements
High-visibility crosswalks may include a
variety of crosswalk striping designs, such
as ladder, continental, or bar pairs. A
high-visibility crosswalk is much easier for
an approaching motorist to see than the
traditional parallel lines. The agency should
strongly consider providing high-visibility
crosswalks at all established midblock
pedestrian crossings. The high-visibility
markings may be supplemented with the
pedestrian crossing warning signs (sign
W11-2 in the MUTCD) on each approach
to the crosswalk. MUTCD Section 2C.50—
Non Vehicular Warning Signs and Section
3B.18—Crosswalk Markings provide
additional information.
The agency should also strongly consider
implementing parking restrictions on the
crosswalk approach at all established
pedestrian crossings (both approaches)
so there is adequate sight distance for
motorists on the approaches to the crossings
and ample sight distance for pedestrians
attempting to cross. The minimum setback
is 20 feet where speeds are 25 mph or less,
and 30 feet between 26 mph and 35 mph.
If this cannot be done, the curbs should
be “bulbed out” to allow the pedestrian
to see past the parked vehicle along the
street. Adjacent bus stops should be placed
downstream of the crosswalk and not on the
crosswalk approach.

Select Countermeasure(s)

The agency should consider providing
an appropriate level of lighting at
all established pedestrian crossings.
Consideration should be given to placing
the lights 10 to 15 feet in advance of the
crosswalk on both sides of the street and on
both approaches to better light the front of
the pedestrian and avoid silhouette lighting
(where possible).

In-street Pedestrian Crossing sign
In-street signs are placed in the middle of
the road at a crossing and are often used
in conjunction with refuge islands. These
signs may be appropriate on 2-lane or
3-lane roads with speed limits of 30 mph or
less. On higher-speed, higher-volume, and/
or multilane roads, this treatment may not
be as visually prominent; therefore, it may
be less effective (drivers may not notice
the signs in time to stop in advance of
the crosswalk). For such roadways, more
robust treatments will be needed. When
making the choice to use these signs, the
agency should consider making a plan
and securing a funding source for the
maintenance and prompt replacement of
damaged signs. MUTCD Section 2B.12—InStreet and Overhead Pedestrian Crossing
Signs contains additional information about
these signs.

Advance Yield Here To (Stop Here For)
Pedestrians sign and yield (stop) line
Advance Yield Here To (Stop Here For)
Pedestrians signs are placed between
30 and 50 feet in advance of the marked
crosswalk along with the stop line or
“shark’s teeth” yield line. This is a candidate
treatment for any uncontrolled pedestrian
crossing, and should be strongly considered
for any established pedestrian crossing on
roads with four or more lanes and/or roads
with speed limits of 35 mph or greater. Stop
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Here For Pedestrians signs should only be
used where the law specifically requires
that a driver must stop for a pedestrian in
a crosswalk. MUTCD Section 2B.11—Yield
Here To Pedestrians Signs and Stop Here
For Pedestrians Signs and Section 3B.16—
Stop and Yield Lines contain additional
information.

Curb extension
A curb extension or "bulbout" extends
the sidewalk or curb line into the street or
parking lane, thus reducing the street width
and improving sight distance between the
driver and pedestrian. A curb extension is a
candidate treatment for any uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing, particularly where
parking lanes exist. Curb extensions should
not extend into paths of travel for bicyclists.

Raised crosswalk
Raised crosswalks function as an extension
of the sidewalk and allow a pedestrian
to cross the street at a constant grade. A
raised crosswalk is typically a candidate
treatment on 2-lane or 3-lane roads with
speed limits of 30 mph or less and AADTs
below 9,000. Raised crossings are generally
avoided on truck routes, emergency routes,
and arterial streets. Drainage needs to
be accommodated. See MUTCD Section
3B.25—Speed Hump Markings for additional
information about markings that can be
used alongside raised crosswalks.

Pedestrian refuge island
A pedestrian island is typically constructed
in the middle of a 2-way street and
provides a place for pedestrians to stand
and wait for motorists to stop or yield. This
countermeasure is highly desirable for

Select Countermeasure(s)

midblock pedestrian crossings on roads
with four or more lanes, and should be
considered for undivided crossings of
four or more lanes with speed limits of 35
mph or greater and/or AADTs of 9,000
or greater. Median islands may also be
a candidate treatment for uncontrolled
pedestrian crossings on 3-lane or 2-lane
roads, especially where the street is wide
and/or where vehicle speed or volumes are
moderate to high. Consideration should
be given to creating a two-stage crossing
with the island to encourage pedestrians
to cross one direction of traffic at a time
and look towards oncoming traffic before
completing the second part of the crossing.
The minimum pedestrian refuge island width
is approximately 6 feet. MUTCD Section
3B.10—Approach Markings for Obstructions,
Section 3B.18—Crosswalk Markings, and
Section 3B.23—Curb Markings provide
additional information.

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons (PHBs)
PHBs are a candidate treatment for roads
with three or more lanes that generally have
AADT above 9,000. PHBs should be strongly
considered for all midblock and intersection
crossings where the roadway speed limits
are equal to or greater than 40 mph. Refer
to Table 1 for other conditions where PHBs
should be strongly considered. Application
guidelines for the PHB are provided in
Figure 4F-1 (for speeds of 35 mph or less)
and Figure 4F-2 (for speeds greater than 35
mph) of the MUTCD. Chapter 4F—Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacons provides additional
requirements and information about the use
of this device. Figure 6 shows a rendering of
a PHB.
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Road Diet
A frequently-implemented Road Diet involves
converting a 4-lane, undivided roadway
into a 3-lane roadway with a center turn
lane. This is a candidate treatment for any
undivided road with wide travel lanes or
multiple lanes that can be narrowed or
repurposed to improve pedestrian crossing
safety.

candidate for use on roads with four
or more lanes and traffic volumes of
approximately 20,000 or less. In some cases,
agencies have successfully implemented
Road Diets on roads with AADTs of up
to 25,000. By reducing the width of the
roadway, pedestrians benefit from shorter
crossing distances and often bike lanes or
streetscape features can be added. Road
Diets are often effectively accomplished
during pavement resurfacing.

After conducting a traffic analysis to
consider its feasibility, the agency may
determine that a Road Diet is a good

W11-2, W16-9P

R10-23

Figure 6. Rendering of a PHB.
Source: FHWA STEP Countermeasure Tech Sheets. (Note: Drawing not to scale.)

Select Countermeasure(s)
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RESOURCES

PEDSAFE, Pedestrian Safety Guide and
Countermeasure Selection System
This online tool includes links to research studies,
crash reduction statistics, and case studies for
nearly 70 pedestrian safety countermeasures.
Its Countermeasure Selection Tool provides
countermeasure recommendations for uncontrolled
crossing locations based upon variables such as
AADT, vehicle speed, and number of lanes.
Highway Safety Manual
This manual provides detailed guidance for the
collection, analysis, and evaluation of roadway
crash data, as well as related CMFs and treatment
selection guidance.
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
This manual provides transportation engineers and
planners with detailed guidance for the design
and application of traffic control devices, including
signage, roadway markings, and intersection
controls. Refer to the specific sections of the
MUTCD listed in the countermeasure descriptions
and consult State-level supplements for additional
information.
FHWA Road Diet Desk Reference (2015)
This resource includes sample policy, case studies,
and design guidance for agencies and decisionmakers considering Road Diets. The benefits
of Road Diets include reducing vehicle speeds,
reducing number of lanes to cross, and allocating
space for pedestrian refuge island.
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FHWA Design Resource Index
This resource directs practitioners to the specific
location of information about pedestrian
and bicycle treatments or countermeasures,
across various design guidelines published by
organizations such as AASHTO, the Institute of
Transportation Engineers, and National Association
of City Transportation Officials.
TCRP REPORT 112/NCHRP REPORT 562: Improving
Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Crossings
(2006)
This document recommends treatments to improve
safety for pedestrians crossing high-volume, highspeed roadways at unsignalized intersections,
with particular focus on roadways served by public
transportation.
NHTSA "A Primer for Highway Safety Professionals"
(2016)
This resource outlines a comprehensive approach
to improving safety for bicyclists and pedestrians
and offers a summary of the most frequently used
engineering, enforcement, and education safety
measures. The resource identifies how certain
treatments may be placed in relation to other
treatments, such as the coordinated installation of
a pedestrian refuge island and lighting.
CMF Clearinghouse
The CMF Clearinghouse is an online database of
countermeasures and corresponding CMFs. The
database describes the confidence of the study that
produced the CMF with an assigned “star quality
rating.” The clearinghouse includes CMFs for most
of the STEP countermeasures.
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5
Consult Design and
Installation Resources
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section identifies additional resources that refine countermeasure options for priority sites. The following are
important considerations for this step:
» Consult the MUTCD for recommendations for signage and roadway markings for all countermeasures.
» Review the MUTCD (Part 4) for more considerations, including pedestrian volumes and vehicle operating speeds,
for the installation of PHBs.
» Consult local and national design guidance for the preferred width and placement of these countermeasures.

Review Agency Design Guidelines

Consult the MUTCD

The agency can review and, if needed,
enhance local guidance for traffic engineers
and roadway designers to follow when
installing countermeasures. The agency’s
roadway design manual can include details,
such as design and installation guidance,
for each of the countermeasure options.
The agency may also consider creating
additional warrant and threshold guidance
for countermeasures such as the Road Diet,
considering local conditions.

The agency may focus on three parts of the
MUTCD for additional considerations when
installing countermeasures:
» Part 2: Signs.
» Part 3: Markings.
» Part 4: Highway Traffic Signals (includes
detailed guidance for installing Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacons based on traffic speeds,
traffic volumes, and pedestrian volumes).

RESOURCE

AASHTO Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, 1st Edition (2004)
This guide provides recommendations for the planning, design, and operation of accommodations for
pedestrians on public rights-of-way. This guide also discusses the impact of land use and site design on
pedestrian safety and connectivity.

Consult Design and Installation Resources
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6
Identify Opportunities and
Monitor Outcomes
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section describes possible options for funding and implementation of the countermeasures described in this
guide. The following are important considerations for this step:
» Review the State's HSIP process for considering and funding pedestrian crossing countermeasures.
» Review local traffic calming and land development policies for opportunities to install pedestrian crossing
countermeasures.
» Consider the costs to design, install, and maintain selected countermeasures.
» Collect usage and crash data for at least three years after countermeasures are installed at priority sites.
» Continue to monitor priority sites not funded for countermeasure installation.
» Provide information to the public about planned countermeasure projects. Information should address the safety
benefits and possible impacts to traffic operations.

Consider Funding Options
A major consideration when selecting a safety
project or program is identifying and securing
the funding to design, construct, operate,
and maintain the project or program. FHWA,
NHTSA, and other Federal agencies distribute
funding to States and other jurisdictions
for transportation safety projects. If local
funding is scarce, agencies may approach
the State Departments of Transportation for
safety improvement funding consideration.
Some projects may require a local match to
leverage State or Federal dollars. The agency
may consider the following steps:

Identify Opportunities and Monitor Outcomes

» Submit high-priority pedestrian crash
locations as HSIP projects.
» Consider other State safety funding
programs for low-cost pedestrian safety
improvements.
» Address gaps in pedestrian
accommodations through other State
or Federal funding programs such as
Transportation Alternatives Program,
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality, and
Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG).
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Identify Opportunities for
Successful Implementation
The agency can look beyond safety-focused
funding programs to help implement
countermeasures. By incorporating safety
treatments into roadway maintenance
or traffic operation projects, the agency
can realize cost savings. For example, the
agency should consider how resurfacing
and operational projects may include
countermeasures such as Road Diets and
pedestrian crossing signal improvements.
The agency can also engage the
community prior to programing the project.
The treatments are likely to affect traffic
operations, and the public may respond
negatively to the change without sufficient
notice and education. The agency can
develop public education materials
describing the benefits and costs of the
countermeasures. Law enforcement,
pedestrian safety advocates, public health
officials, and other community partners may
be able to help distribute the materials.
It is important for the agency to work
with local partners to coordinate early
in the process of designing or improving
a roadway to identify opportunities for
improved pedestrian crossing safety. If the
agency has a Complete Streets policy in
place, the policy describes how pedestrian
crossing treatments and sidewalks are
incorporated into roadway projects.
Roadway project design should identify
locations and countermeasure options for
pedestrian crossings. Developing preliminary
cost estimates early for these improvements
will help local partners make decisions about
funding for pedestrian crossing treatments.

Identify Opportunities and Monitor Outcomes

The agency can also work with land
developers to incorporate pedestrian
crossing treatments into site plans and
connecting roadways. Land development
policies provide an opportunity to integrate
pedestrian and multimodal improvements,
connectivity, and accommodations
into site plans and nearby roadways.
The agency can examine development
policies or ordinances for requirements to
install sidewalks and pedestrian crossing
treatments.

Construct Improvements
The public may have questions about the
improvements as construction activities
begin. The agency should post information
about the improvements and a timeline for
construction to a public-facing website and
consider issuing a press release about the
project. The agency should also provide
detailed information to neighbors and
business owners impacted by construction
activities about the project. Pedestrians will
maintain access through the work zone area
by way of temporary walkways, curb ramps,
and traffic control signage.
The agency may consider phasing in the
improvements. For example, a refuge
island can be implemented initially by
pavement markings and flexible delineators
in the center lane. The agency can later
add a raised median and appropriate
landscaping at the refuge island.

Monitor Results of Implementation
The agency should consider monitoring
the impacts of countermeasures per
defined performance measures. Specific
performance measures can be outlined
in plans, such as a PSAP. The PSAP may
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also list priority locations and proposed
countermeasures.
The first measure of success for a project or
program is public support. States and local
governments can prepare public information
for countermeasures that are new to the
community or may change traffic patterns.
Public information about the projects may
describe the crash history or risks noted
at the site, as well as the benefits of the
proposed countermeasure.
States and local government can also
collect and analyze crash and traffic data
related to countermeasure sites for at least 3
years following the installation of the project.
This time allows for data to be collected to
compare crash rates and severity with the
same data collected before the installation.
The agency should work with their State HSIP
to evaluate projects by continuing to collect
data, and it is essential that the treatment

installation date be documented. In addition
to the safety performance of the treatment,
agency staff should consider assessing the
durability and life cycle maintenance needs
for in-service devices.
In addition to crash data, it is important
to collect data on pedestrian volumes,
traffic speeds, and interactions between
pedestrians and drivers. Pedestrian volume
data can help demonstrate the benefits
of implementing safety countermeasures.
Information about traffic speeds and
behaviors also help confirm the effectiveness
of installing these countermeasures. As
more pedestrian crossing treatments are
implemented, State and local agencies can
use these data to research the effectiveness
of countermeasures and best practices for
installation. Evaluation also helps an agency
demonstrate the value of the investment in
countermeasures to community leaders and
the public.

RESOURCES

FHWA Federal-aid Program Administration
This website includes links to guidance for local and
State governments administering federally-funded
projects, such as those funded by HSIP or STBG.
FHWA Pedestrian and Bicycle Funding
Opportunities Summary (2016)
This resource includes a matrix comparing eligibility
of various federal transportation funding programs
for different types of bicycle and pedestrian
projects.

Identify Opportunities and Monitor Outcomes

FHWA Guidebook for Developing Pedestrian and
Bicycle Performance Measures (2016)
This resource identifies a wide variety of potential
metrics for setting goals, prioritizing projects and
evaluating outcomes of bicycle and pedestrian
plans, including plans for pedestrian safety
improvements. Performance measures may include
pedestrian levels of service or pedestrian fatality
rates.
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NCHRP Report 841: Development of Crash
Modification Factors for Uncontrolled Pedestrian
Crossing Treatments (2017)

NCHRP Report 803: Pedestrian and Bicycle
Transportation Along Existing Roads—ActiveTrans
Priority Tool Guidebook (2015)

This report describes the safety benefits and CMFs
for four types of pedestrian crossing treatments—
rectangular rapid flashing beacons, PHBs,
pedestrian refuge islands, and advance crosswalk
signs and pavement markings.

This resource includes an interactive tool and
guidance to help agencies prioritize pedestrian and
bicycle improvements, including safety projects,
either as standalone or incidental to a roadway
project.

NCHRP Synthesis 498: Application of Pedestrian
Crossing Treatments for Streets and Highways
(2016)
This is a compilation of existing practices regarding
the selection and implementation of pedestrian
crossing improvements, as well as a literature
review of research on more than 25 pedestrian
crossing treatments.

Identify Opportunities and Monitor Outcomes
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Glossary
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)

Curb extensions

The total volume of traffic passing a point
or segment of a highway facility in both
directions for one year divided by the
number of days in the year.

A roadway edge treatment where a curb
line is bulbed out toward the middle of the
roadway to narrow the width of the street.
Curb extensions are sometimes called
“neckdowns.”

Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
The average 24-hour volume of traffic
passing a point or segment of a highway in
both directions.

Complete Streets
Complete Streets are designed and
operated to enable safe access for all users,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists,
and transit riders of all ages and abilities.
(Smart Growth America, National Complete
Streets Coalition.)

Controlled pedestrian crossing

Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP)
A Federal-aid program with the purpose
to achieve a significant reduction in traffic
fatalities and serious injuries on all public
roads, including non-State-owned roads
and roads on tribal land. The HSIP requires
a data-driven, strategic approach to
improving highway safety on all public roads
with a focus on performance. (FHWA.)

High visibility crosswalk

A pedestrian crossing where motorists are
required to stop by either a STOP sign, traffic
signal, or other traffic control device.

A pedestrian crossing location marked
by patterns such as zebra, ladder, or
continental markings as described by the
MUTCD.

Crash modification factor (CMF)

Marked crosswalk

A multiplicative factor used to compute
the expected number of crashes after
implementing a given countermeasure. If
available, calibrated or locally developed
State estimates may provide a better
estimate of effects for the State. (Crash
Modification Factors Clearinghouse.)

A pedestrian crossing that is delineated by
white crosswalk pavement markings.

Crash reduction factor (CRF)

Parking restriction
Parking restriction can include the removal of
parking space markings, installation of new
“parking prohibition” pavement markings or
curb paint, and signs.

The percentage crash reduction that might
be expected after implementing a given
countermeasure at a specific site.

Glossary
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Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB)

Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

A traffic control device with a face that
consists of two red lenses above a single
yellow lens. Unlike a traffic signal, the PHB
rests in dark until a pedestrian activates it via
pushbutton or other form of detection.

An established pedestrian crossing that
does not include a traffic signal, beacon, or
STOP sign to require that motor vehicles stop
before entering the crosswalk.

Raised crosswalk
Raised crosswalks are ramped speed tables
spanning the entire width of the roadway,
often placed at midblock crossing locations.

Refuge island
A median with a refuge area that is
intended to help protect pedestrians who
are crossing the road. This countermeasure
is sometimes referred to as a crossing island
or pedestrian island.

Vehicle queue
A line of stopped vehicles in a single travel
lane, commonly caused by traffic control at
an intersection.

Vision Zero (VZ)
Similar to TZD, Vision Zero is a vision to
eliminate traffic fatalities and serious injuries
within the transportation system. VZ employs
comprehensive strategies to address
roadway design, traffic behavior, and law
enforcement.

Road Diet
A roadway reconfiguration resulting in a
reduction in the number of travel lanes.
The space gained by eliminating lanes
is typically used for other uses and travel
modes. (FHWA.)

Road Safety Audit (RSA)
A formal examination of an existing or future
road or intersection by a multidisciplinary
team. It qualitatively estimates and reports
on potential road safety issues and identifies
opportunities for improvements in safety for
all road users. (FHWA.)

Toward Zero Deaths (TZD)
TZD is a traffic safety framework that seeks
to eliminate highway fatalities by engaging
diverse safety partners and technology to
address traffic safety culture. (See also:
Vision Zero.)

Glossary
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Appendix A: Framework for a Resolution
Supporting Pedestrian Safety
Agency policies respond to a need or opportunity, such as pedestrian safety crash and
fatality trends. A resolution may help decision-makers, including elected officials or appointed
commissioners, better understand the need for pedestrian crash countermeasure policy or
design guidance.
The following is a list of possible elements for a local or Statewide resolution in support of a
pedestrian crossing policy. These elements may be developed into “Whereas” statements
or be included as explanatory text introducing the policy. The list of resolution elements is
presented as four categories covering a spectrum of pedestrian safety issues.

Appendix A: Framework for a Resolution Supporting Pedestrian Safety
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1. Example statistics that may
raise awareness of pedestrian
safety trends.

2. List of broad issues that
agencies commonly consider
when discussing pedestrian safety
and crash countermeasures.

» Percent pedestrian fatalities of total traffic
fatalities.

» Safety is a priority for all road users.

» Number of total pedestrian crashes/
fatalities per year.

» Crossings are essential to a complete
network for pedestrian mobility.

» Percent of pedestrian crashes occurring
outside the intersection.

» Pedestrian safety is part of overall quality
of life and improved public health.

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

“Whereas the number of pedestrian
crashes per year and the percent of
pedestrian fatalities out of all traffic
fatalities in [State] demonstrate the
need for improved pedestrian safety at
roadway crossings…”

» Improvements to pedestrian safety often
improve safety for all road users.
» Pedestrian countermeasures are genreally
lower-cost treatments.
» Many pedestrian crash countermeasures
have been evaluated as highly effective.

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

“Whereas [Agency/State] recognizes
that safety is a priority for all road users,
and improvements to pedestrian safety
often improve safety for all road users…”

Appendix A: Framework for a Resolution Supporting Pedestrian Safety
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3. List of example planning
documents that frequently
discuss Statewide pedestrian
safety concerns and may include
statistics or other compelling
reasons for implementing
pedestrian crossing treatments.

» Highway Safety Improvement Program
includes specific focus or funding for
pedestrian crash countermeasures.

» State Strategic Highway Safety Plan
includes pedestrian safety as an emphasis
area.

» Complete Streets Policy directs the
inclusion of pedestrian accommodations
as part of other transportation projects.

» State Highway Safety Plan includes
pedestrian safety programs or
enforcement support.

» Vision Zero or Towards Zero Deaths
initiative strives to reduce or eliminate
all traffic-related fatalities, including
pedestrians.

» State Roadway Design Manual includes
guidance for countermeasure design.
» Highway Safety Improvement Program
includes safety performance targets for
non-motorists.

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

4. List of Statewide opportunities
for promoting, planning, and
funding the construction of
pedestrian crossing treatments.

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

“Whereas [Agency]'s Highway Safety
Improvement Program includes
specific funding for pedestrian crash
countermeasures…”

“Whereas [State]'s Strategic Highway
Safety Plan addresses pedestrian safety
as an emphasis area…”

Appendix A: Framework for a Resolution Supporting Pedestrian Safety
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Appendix B: CRF and CMF Summary Table
Table 3. CRFs and CMFs by countermeasure.

Countermeasure

CRF

CMF

Basis

Reference

Crosswalk visibility enhancement¹

—

—

—

—

Advance STOP/YIELD signs and
markings

25%

0.75

Pedestrian crashes²

Zegeer, et. al. 2017

Add overhead lighting

23%

0.77

Total injury crashes

Harkey, et. al. 2008

High-visibility marking³

48%

0.52

Pedestrian crashes

Chen, et. al., 2012

High-visibility markings (school zone)³

37%

0.63

Pedestrian crashes

Feldman, et. al. 2010

Parking restriction on crosswalk
approach

30%

0.70

Pedestrian crashes

Gan, et. al., 2005

In-street Pedestrian Crossing sign

UNK

UNK

N/A

N/A

Curb extension

UNK

UNK

N/A

N/A

Raised crosswalk (speed tables)

45%
30%

0.55
0.70

Pedestrian crashes
Vehicle crashes

Elvik, et. al., 2004

Pedestrian refuge island

32%

0.68

Pedestrian crashes

Zegeer, et. al., 2017

PHB

55%

0.45

Pedestrian crashes

Zegeer, et. al., 2017

Road Diet – Urban area

19%

0.81

Total crashes

Pawlovich, et. al., 2006

Road Diet – Suburban area

47%

0.53

Total crashes

Persaud, et. al., 2010

¹This category of countermeasure includes treatments which may improve the visibility between the motorist and the crossing pedestrian.
²Refers to pedestrian street crossing crashes, and does not include pedestrians walking along the road crashes or “unusual” crash types.
³The effects of high-visibility pavement markings (e.g., ladder, continental crosswalk markings) in the “after” period is compared to pedestrian
crashes with parallel line markings in the “before” period.
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Attachment 2

CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT

TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

DATE: January 23, 2017

FROM:

Matthew Bronson, City Manager

PREPARED BY:

Greg Ray, Public Works Director/City Engineer
John Peters, Chief of Police

SUBJECT:

Traffic Safety Update

RECOMMENDATION
Receive update on traffic safety in the city and potential traffic calming measures and related
issues and provide input and direction to staff.
BACKGROUND
This purpose of this staff report is to discuss traffic safety in light of two pedestrian fatalities in
2016 on North 4th Street and West Grand Avenue and potential traffic calming measures that
the City could implement. While Grover Beach historically has few vehicle collisions and
vehicular or pedestrian fatalities are rare, these incidents and recent traffic collision data
underscore the importance of improving traffic safety. From 2014 to 2015, there was a 26%
increase in traffic collisions from 177 to 223. This increase led to a significant increase in traffic
citations issued in 2016 with traffic collisions increasing by 6% compared with the previous
increase. However, any increase in traffic collisions is concerning and additional improvements
are needed.
Traffic Calming Overview
“Traffic calming” is a term that includes a combination of passive and active measures enacted
in response to unacceptable motoring behavior. Bicycle and pedestrian enhancements such as
bike lanes and crosswalks are not in and of themselves traffic calming measures but can be
used in combination with traffic calming measures to reduce conflicts between motorists,
cyclists and pedestrians. The following information provides a summary of traffic calming
measures and their impacts. Such measures represent engineering approaches to traffic safety
that, when combined with education and enforcement, represent what is commonly referred to
as the “3 E’s” of traffic safety. Pending Council direction, the City may wish to consider
developing traffic calming guidelines similar to those developed in Arroyo Grande (shown in
Attachment 1). Such guidelines can include photos, detailed descriptions, impacts and costs of
each measure identified.
Effective traffic calming is usually realized via implementation of a combination of traffic calming
measures. Extensive studies on measures enacted throughout the United States and Europe
have resulted in development of design guidelines for effective measures and identification of
ineffective measures. The following measures are considered effective options for use in urban
settings such as Grover Beach:
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Education

Enforcement

Flashing Speed Signs
Striped/Signed Vehicle Restrictions
Speed Humps and Tables
Medians

Striping
Crosswalk Enhancements
Mid-Block and Intersection Bulb outs
Chicanes

Full or Partial Closures
Traffic calming measures can result in reduced speeds, increased safety, fewer conflicts,
reduced enforcement needs, safer residential neighborhoods due to reduced traffic, and
opportunities for landscaping and other visual enhancements. However, traffic calming
measures can also result in negative impacts including diversions of traffic to residential streets,
noise impacts and slower emergency response times. It is important to evaluate and carefully
consider potential impacts before selecting and implementing a particular traffic calming
measure. Other considerations include compliance with the General Plan Circulation Element,
the Bikeway Master Plan and the West Grand Avenue Master Plan.
Stop Signs and Speed Limit Signs
According to the Institute of Traffic Engineers, stop signs are not effective for speed control.
Federal and state guidelines for the installation of stop signs include comprehensive studies to
determine the need and appropriate placement of stop signs. In particular, stop signs are
warranted in locations where, due to the volume of traffic on the primary street, there is a lack of
safe crossing opportunities or an unacceptable delay on the secondary street. Placement of
stop signs for other reasons has been shown to result in reduced compliance thereby increasing
the need for additional enforcement, unnecessary delays on primary streets, diversion of traffic
from the primary street system onto other local streets and excessive speeding between stop
signs. Also, there can be noise impacts due to an increase in stopping and accelerating
vehicles.
Speed limits signs are not enforceable unless they conform to strict guidelines identified in the
California Vehicle Code. In particular, speed limits are set based on measurement of vehicle
speeds on each section of roadway under ideal conditions. Speeds are set at the 85th
percentile of measured speeds. The exception is local streets where the maximum speed is 25
miles per hour and speed limit signs are not required but are often added to remind motorists.
For arterials (major streets) in Grover Beach such as West Grand Avenue and 4th Street, the
posted speed limit varies between 30 and 45 miles per hour.
Street Lighting
In 2016 the City retrofitted all PG&E owned street lights with LED bulbs. The LED bulbs
significantly reduce energy consumption and are brighter than the bulbs they replaced.
However, LED street lights also project a more focused beam of light resulting in greater
differences in lighting levels between the area below the light and the areas between lights.
Increased lighting levels at intersections and crosswalks could be used to provide greater
visibility for crossing traffic including pedestrians and cyclists. Enhanced street lighting could be
implemented in specific areas or citywide as part of a larger plan to include traffic calming and
other measures.
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Traffic Safety Enforcement, Education, and Encouragement
On September 19, 2016, the City Council approved a resolution submitted to the League of
California Cities to support the Vision Zero concept of eliminating traffic deaths and severe
injuries. The goal of the initiative is to make transportation safety a top priority by developing
comprehensive strategies to eliminate traffic fatalities and severe injuries using a multidisciplinary approach including the 3 E’s of engineering, enforcement, and education. In support
of this concept, the Police Department has established a goal of meeting the Vision Zero
concept beginning this year and annually thereafter. In addition to the 3 E’s, the Police
Department has added a fourth “E” of encouragement.
Enforcement
In 2005, the Police Department had 21 sworn police officers and a dedicated traffic motorcycle
officer program. The motorcycle officer program was eliminated in 2008 due to budget
constraints and the department staffing was reduced to 19 sworn officers which are now fully
staffed. Though overall issuance of traffic citations has increased as indicated previously, the
motorcycle officer served a key role for enforcing traffic regulations in the city during the busiest
times of the day. The nature of a motorcycle made it possible for the officer to navigate traffic
safely in order to conduct enforcement stops on violators. Traditional patrol officers in full-size
patrol vehicles do not have the same ability to safely travel through traffic and track down a
violator without possibly creating a traffic problem themselves. The motorcycle officer was also
the department’s investigator for serious and fatal traffic collisions since that officer had the
expertise to conduct these very complex investigations.
Education
In addition to providing enforcement, the traffic motorcycle officer was responsible for educating
the motoring public on safety measures while driving. Information was provided to the public
through the officer attending community talks and events in order to discuss the responsibility of
being a safe driver. The officer also made many presentations to children in the local schools
teaching them about proper bicycle and pedestrian safety while traveling to and from school.
The motorcycle officer had a certification in reconstructing traffic collisions and was responsible
for training police officers on proper traffic collision investigation techniques. The officer was
also the Police Department liaison to other local law enforcement traffic safety programs and to
the State of California’s Office of Traffic Safety. Utilizing these collaborative efforts, the police
department was able to host DUI Check Lanes, Saturation Patrols, and Bicycle Safety Fairs.
Encouragement
Building off the educational role, the City has utilized opportunities to encourage the community
in proper traffic safety. Organizations and programs such as Bike SLO County, the California
State Office of Traffic Safety, the California Highway Patrol’s “Every 15 Minutes” Program and
the National Safe Routes to School Program have partnered with us in the past to help
encourage, educate and provide safe opportunities for traveling in the community. The City
continues to look for ways to use these collaborative partners in improving traffic safety and
encouraging our commuters to drive safely and with consideration to others.
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Traffic Committee
Lastly, staff is requesting further direction from the Council on the use of the City’s Traffic
Committee. In accordance with Grover Beach Municipal Code Article 3, Chapter 3, Section
3302, Subsection 2.7, the City has an established Advisory Traffic Committee. The Advisory
Traffic Committee consists of one member of the public that is appointed by the Council every
two years and four members of City staff. The four staff members identified are the Police Chief,
Community Development Director, Public Works Director, and Fire Chief or their respective
designees. The Advisory Traffic Committee is scheduled to meet on the second Thursday of
each month; however, if there are no public requests regarding traffic concerns, the meetings
are cancelled. There has been an average of three meetings held annually over the last four
years as most meetings have been cancelled.
In general, most traffic concerns or requests raised by members of the community are resolved
at the staff level. If the request or concern cannot be resolved at the staff level then it is referred
to the Advisory Traffic Committee. The Advisory Traffic Committee will meet to discuss the
citizen’s request for service and any possible resolutions to the request. Such requests can
include creation of red curbs, installation of stop signs at intersections, or to study an existing
roadway or intersection traffic condition. If the committee has a resolution that results in a
roadway change, then a staff report is generated for consideration by the City Council. An
example of such a study regarding an intersection requested of the committee is 16th Street and
Farroll Road, which staff continues to review and will bring to the committee and Council for
consideration.
On January 15, 2017, the two-year term for citizen committee member Mike Wilson expired.
Past practice has been to allow the appointed advisory body member to continue serving until
the Council formally appoints a citizen to fill the vacancy. The current vacancy creates an
opportunity for the City Council to review the Advisory Traffic Committee program to determine
whether there is still a need for an advisory body on traffic safety issues and, if so, what the
appropriate composition of this committee would be. Staff has observed that similar committees
in other cities typically consist of public members rather than primarily staff members as the
City’s committee is currently composed. With public members on the committee, staff could
instead serve as a resource to the committee on traffic-related topics as they arise. Staff
recommends such an approach if the Council wished to continue with an advisory board on
traffic issues and pending Council direction, staff would bring an ordinance to the Council to
make the requisite changes to the Grover Beach Municipal Code.
FISCAL IMPACT
There are no direct fiscal impacts from this agenda item. Council input and direction on traffic
safety improvements would be incorporated into the budget development process for the next
fiscal year.
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ALTERNATIVES
The City Council has the following alternatives to consider:
1. Receive update on traffic safety in the city and potential traffic calming measures and
related issues and provide input and direction to staff; or
2. Provide alternative direction to staff.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The agenda was posted in accordance with the Brown Act.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Arroyo Grande Neighborhood Traffic Calming Guidelines
2. GBMC Article 3, Chapter 3, Section 3302, Subsection 2.7 – Advisory Traffic Committee.

Attachment 1

Neighborhood Traffic Calming Guidelines
ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF ARROYO GRANDE
BY RESOLUTION NO. 2016-4718 ON
APRIL 12, 2016

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING DIVISION
300 East Branch Street
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
(805) 473-5420
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Neighborhood Traffic Calming Guidelines
Introduction
“Traffic calming” measures are a means to respond to unacceptable motoring behavior. The Institute
of Traffic Engineers (ITE) define traffic calming as:
“Traffic calming is the combination of mainly physical measures that reduce the negative
effects of motor vehicle use, alter driver behavior, and improve conditions for non-motorized
street users.”
The guiding principals of the “Traffic Calming Measures” include:








The design and installation of “Traffic Calming Measures” should use sound traffic
engineering principles.
The development and selection of “Traffic Calming Measures” should encourage and facilitate
public involvement.
Installation of traffic calming measures should minimize diverted traffic to other local or
residential collector streets.
Emergency vehicle access, including safety and response times must be considered.
Traffic calming devices must be designed to minimize adverse impacts to maintenance
activities.
Only State/Federal approved regulatory and/or warning signs may be installed.
Bicycle and pedestrian travel should be enhanced through traffic calming and congestion
relief.

Traffic calming measures are not solutions for all:





Speeding;
Cut-through;
Congestion; or
Traffic safety concerns.

Each neighborhood will have its own unique circumstances that will require an evaluation to identify
appropriate traffic calming options. Residential streets are planned and designed to provide access
to and from our residential neighborhoods. These facilities are neither designed nor intended for the
use of non-local traffic. However, when congested conditions occur on collector and arterial
roadways, local streets will often provide an attractive alternative route.
It is the intent of this program to identify traffic calming measures, which can alter travel behavior to
the betterment of the neighborhoods being affected. The intent here is to improve safety, encourage
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bicycle and pedestrian travel, and to positively affect a resident’s quality of life. The objectives of
the local residential streets program are:





Reduce vehicular speed where appropriate
Reduce cut-through traffic
Improve safety for bicycle and pedestrian travel
Enhance the neighborhood environment

Residential areas adjacent to school zone traffic patterns, volumes and needs are different than
other typical residential areas. These residential areas should meet the same basic criteria for
implementation, including evaluation of the potential negative impacts that can result. School zone
traffic tends to be extremely peaked, occurring at the time when children are arriving at or departing
from school. While the condition requiring attention is short term in nature, the impacts of the traffic
calming device extend throughout the day, and continue during school holidays and vacation. Traffic
calming devices must take these issues into consideration and consider the following additional
objectives:




Improve the safety environment for children coming to and from school
Increase awareness of motorist to school sites
Improve safety for bicycle and pedestrian travel

This document outlines some basic traffic calming measures as well as the process for
implementation. It is important to note that after the community agrees upon what is the appropriate
solution, those costs to implement the traffic calming work may be borne by the City, the
neighborhood, or some combination of the two. This determination will be made by City Council
upon plan approval.

Stop Sign Installation

Stop signs are valuable and effective control devices when
used at the right place and under the right conditions. The
intent of stop signs is to help drivers and pedestrians at an
intersection decide who has the right-of-way.
Federal and State guidelines are required to be met prior to
an installation of a Stop Sign. These guidelines take into
consideration, among other things, the probability of vehicles
arriving at an intersection at the same time, the length of time
traffic must wait to enter, traffic delays, and the availability of
safe crossing opportunities. This analysis is called a warrant
analysis.
An unwarranted Stop Sign installation reduces speed in the
vicinity of the Stop Sign, but drivers may accelerate to a speed
faster than they drove before the Stop Sign was installed to
make up for time lost.
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Stop signs are not effective for speed control. Drivers tend to ignore unwarranted Stop Signs that,
in their view, are unnecessary. If drivers are required to stop for Stop Signs and rarely see any traffic
on the opposing streets, drivers become impatient and tend to disregard Stop Signs that have no
obvious need.
Traffic generally finds the path of least resistance. If there are alternative routes to get from Point A
to Point B and if these alternate routes have fewer traffic controls, drivers will take them. This may
increase traffic volume on local streets.
Unwarranted Stop Signs increase vehicle fuel consumption. The Stop Sign requires additional
stop/start maneuvers, increasing wear and tear on vehicles.
Noise pollution increases as a result of stops and acceleration due to engine noise and brakes.

Speed Limits

The “Basic Speed Law” means that you may never drive faster
than is safe for current conditions. Other than local residential
roadways where the speed limit is 25 MPH, maximum Speed
Limits are posted with Speed Limit signs. Posted Speed Limits are
determined by measuring the speed of vehicles that use the
roadway based on ideal driving conditions.
These Speed Limits are set near the 85th percentile speed of
vehicles driving on the roadway. That means that 85 percent of
vehicles driving on the roadway drive at or below this speed and
15 percent drive above this speed limit.
Periodically, typically
every five years, these Speed Limits are reevaluated and the
Speed Limit adjusted to match the 85th percentile speed.
Adjusting the Speed Limit does not mean that vehicles will drive faster or slower, the adjusted Speed
Limit more appropriately reflects vehicle speeds. As with most laws, Speed Limits depend on the
voluntary compliance of the majority of motorists. Speed Limits cannot be set arbitrarily low, as this
would create violators of the majority of drivers and would not command the respect or compliance
of drivers. Speed Limits that are not set at the 85th percentile speeds are typically not enforceable
and the court system will not enforce the ticket.

Traffic Calming Measures

The tools available for use in resolving neighborhood traffic problems are many and diverse in both
their cost and effectiveness. This program has identified levels of traffic calming measures:



Passive Traffic Calming Measures
Active Traffic Calming Measures
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Volume Reduction Measures

Traffic calming measures may include devices that do not directly affect driver behavior and are not
self-enforcing. These measures are generally included within the Passive Traffic Calming Measures.
If Passive Traffic Calming Measures do not provide desired results, more restrictive measures may
be warranted. More restrictive traffic calming measures, those found in the Active Measures and
Volume Reduction categories, mandate driver behavior change and may be effective where Passive
Traffic Control Measures have failed.
While this document identifies many Traffic Calming Measures, there are other traffic calming
measures that are not included. This is not intended to restrict the use of other Traffic Calming
Measures. Traffic Calming is an ever evolving area. Site specific analysis should be completed at
the time of Traffic Calming implementation based on the best available current practices and design
guidance.

Passive Traffic Calming Measures

Passive Traffic Calming Measures are intended to regulate, warn, guide, inform, and educate
pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists. They include standard striping and signing measures, minor
roadway design measures to improve visibility and safety, and enforcement by police. Passive Traffic
Calming Measures are used primarily in those areas where traffic impacts have been found and
traffic control and/or education has been determined to be appropriate. Some common Passive
Traffic Calming Measures include:
 Education
 Permanent Striping
 Police Enforcement
 Signed Turn Restrictions
 High-Visibility Crosswalks
 Truck Restrictions
 Permanent Speed Feedback Signs

Active Traffic Calming Measures

Active Traffic Calming Measures are traffic control devices and roadway design features primarily
designed to slow traffic. They are employed when the use of Passive Traffic Calming Measures
cannot, or has not, effectively addressed speeding issues. Active Traffic Calming Measures may be
used in conjunction with Passive Measures. Active Measures may have a limited effect on traffic
volume as well. Some common Active Measures include:
 Speed Humps
 Mid-Block Chokers
 Speed Tables
 Medians
 Raised Crosswalks
 Bulbouts
 Raised Intersections
 Chicanes
 Speed Cushions

Volume Reduction Measures

Volume Reduction Measures are traffic control devices and roadway design features primarily
designed to discourage residential street cut-through traffic. Volume reduction devices may be used
by themselves or in conjunction with Passive and Active Measures. Some common Volume
Reduction Measures include:
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Diverters
Partial Closure
Full Street Closure

Impacts of Traffic Calming Measures

Prior to installing traffic calming measures, it is important to carefully consider potential impacts.
While many of the measures offer positive results, there are potential problems, which may be more
significant than the original concern. This section attempts to describe some of the possible impacts
of the use of speed reduction or volume reduction traffic calming tools.











Effect on Emergency Vehicle Response Times: Speed, and to a lesser extent, volume traffic
calming measures have potential for negatively impacting emergency vehicle response
because they physically affect speed and maneuvering. Many Active Measures may increase
emergency response time. These concerns should be considered for each location where
Active Measures and Volume Reduction Measures are recommended.
Traffic Diversion: Another concern is the potential for traffic calming techniques to move,
rather than solve, a problem. Proposed Volume Reduction Measures should include an
adequate study to evaluate traffic diversion impacts.
Impacts on Transit and Utility Vehicles: Some Active Measures and Volume Reduction
Measures could potentially impact bus routes. South County Transit and Lucia Mar Unified
School District should be consulted whenever Active Measures and Volume Reduction
Measures options are considered.
Noise Impacts: The noise impact to adjacent residents resulting from vehicles braking and
going over and around traffic calming devices can have an impact on the acceptability of these
devices by residents.
Loss of Parking: It may be necessary to restrict or prohibit on-street parking in the immediate
vicinity of certain traffic calming features. There can also be significant on-street parking
impacts from many speed reduction and volume reduction options.
Liability Exposure Implications: Speed reduction and volume reduction traffic calming devices
may result in varying degrees of liability exposure to the City. This exposure stems from the
potential negative impact to emergency vehicle response times. It is also possible that traffic
calming devices themselves could result in damage or injury if improperly used.
Increased Maintenance Costs: Street maintenance costs will increase in two areas. First,
landscaping associated with such devices as neighborhood traffic circles, roundabouts,
chokers and chicanes, etc., will require regular maintenance. Second, devices such as speed
humps will have to be reinstalled each time a residential street is overlaid which will increase
these costs.
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Passive Traffic Calming Measures
Police Enforcement

Police enforcement entails the presence of police to monitor speeds and issue citations. This method
is used as an initial attempt to reduce speeds on streets. It is most applicable on streets with
documented speeding problems and the need for quick mitigation. It can also be used during the
learning period when new devices or restrictions are first implemented. For police enforcement,
contact the Police Department.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 It is a temporary measure
 Effective while officer is actually present
 Enforcement may be limited by police
at the location
availability and other policing duties
 Can be targeted to specific time periods
 Long term financial commitment of police
that are deemed to be most problematic
personnel
 Can be implemented on short notice
 It is labor intensive and expensive
 Targets violators without affecting normal
traffic
Approximate cost: No direct additional cost to the City.

High-Visibility Crosswalks

A high-visibility crosswalk is a crosswalk that incorporates striped patterns, pavement lights or
flashing beacons, and signing to improve the visibility of the crosswalk. This measure is most
applicable on local streets where speed control and pedestrian crossing designation is desired. It
can also be used to discourage cut-through traffic. This type of crosswalk is most appropriate near
schools and recreation facilities, but typically not at signalized intersections.
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Positive Aspects




Negative Aspects
 May require removal of parking in the
Slows traffic
vicinity of the crosswalk
Increases driver awareness of crosswalk
 May result in significant maintenance for
Requires minimal maintenance for
embedded pavement lights or advance
striped crosswalks
flashing lights

Approximate cost: $20,000 to $50,000 - (2016 dollars)

Radar Trailer, Speed Feedback Trailer

This is a mobile trailer-mounted radar display that informs drivers of their speed. This measure is
applicable on any street where speeding is a problem.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 Not self-enforcing
 Educational tool
 Duration of effectiveness is limited
 Good public relations for neighborhoods
 May require temporary lane closures
 Effective for temporary speed reduction
needs
Approximate cost: No direct additional cost to the City.
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Speed Feedback Signs

This is a permanent-mounted radar display that informs approaching drivers of their speed. This
measure is applicable on any street where speeding is a problem.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 Not self-enforcing
 Duration of effectiveness is limited
 Maintenance/theft

 Educational tool
 Good public relations for neighborhoods
 Permanent reminder of travel speed
Approximate cost: $4,000 to $6,000 – (2016 dollars)

Pavement Striping

Striping is used to create narrow lanes, which give the impression of a narrow street. This makes
the motorist feel restricted, which helps reduce speeds. It is most applicable to long, wide residential
streets where speeding traffic exists.
Positive Aspects



Easy to install and modify as necessary
Low cost of implementation

Negative Aspects
 May not be self-enforcing
 May increase the likelihood of sideswipe
accidents

Approximate cost: $2,500 to $15,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Signed Turn Restrictions

Signs may be installed which prohibit certain movements at an intersection, e.g., “No Left Turn”. This
measure is applicable on streets where cut-through traffic exists. This method can be tailored to be
applicable during the most problematic times by defining a time period for the restriction.
Positive Aspects




Redirects traffic to main streets
Reduces cut-through traffic
May address time-of-day problems

Negative Aspects
 Not self-enforcing
 May increase trip length for some
commuters
 May redirect traffic to other neighborhood
streets
 May confuse motorists unfamiliar with
time-of-day restrictions

Approximate cost: $1,500 to $5,000 – (2016 dollars)

Truck Restrictions

Restricting the entry of trucks into residential neighborhoods can be achieved through the posting of
truck restriction signs. This method is most applicable on residential streets to reduce cut-through
traffic of commercial vehicles.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 Not self-enforcing
 Redirects commercial traffic through
main streets
 Reduces noise and air pollution due to
trucks in residential streets
Approximate cost: $500 to $2,500 – (2016 dollars)
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Active Traffic Calming Measures
Active Traffic Calming Measures are primarily designed to lower travel speeds on the streets where
they are installed.

Speed Humps

Speed humps are areas of pavement raised 3 inches in height over a minimum of 14 feet in length.
The combination of different heights, lengths and approach ramps will affect the speed a vehicle can
comfortably go over the hump. Speed humps are marked with signs and pavement markings. Speed
humps are applicable on local streets where speed control is desired or where cut-through traffic is
to be discouraged. Speed humps are not recommended for use on streets designated as primary
response routes for emergency vehicles.
Positive Aspects




Slows traffic
Self-enforcing
Requires minimum maintenance

Negative Aspects





May increase emergency response times
May damage emergency response vehicles if
not carefully designed
May increase traffic noise in the vicinity of the
bump
Modern cars with active suspension may be
able to traverse the bumps at increased speeds.

Approximate cost: $3,500 to $5,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Speed Tables or Raised Crosswalk

Raised crosswalks are flat-topped speed humps, 22 feet in length, built as a pedestrian crosswalk,
with vehicle ramps on the approaches. This type of crosswalk is applicable to local streets where
speed control and pedestrian crossing designation are desired. It can be an effective safety tool near
schools and recreation facilities and can also be used to discourage cut-through traffic. Raised
crosswalks are well-marked and may contain special paving or textures.
Positive Aspects




Slows traffic
Increases pedestrian visibility in the
crosswalks
Requires minimal maintenance

Negative Aspects






Approximate cost: $4,000 to $6,000 – (2016 dollars)
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May increase emergency response times
May damage emergency response
vehicles if not carefully designed
May increase traffic noise in vicinity of
crosswalk
May create drainage issues where raised
crossing extends from curb to curb
May require extensive warning signs to
be effective

Raised Intersection

Like raised crosswalks, the raised intersection is a flat-topped speed hump built over the entire area
of intersecting streets at curb height, creating a flat surface over the entire intersection area. Raised
intersections are constructed with ramps (gentle approaches 1:40) on all vehicle approaches, using
bollards to define the pedestrian zone. They are often constructed with textured materials on the flat
sections and the approach ramps. These are commonly used in area-wide traffic calming
installations. This type of installation is applicable to arterial and collector streets where speed
control and pedestrian crossing designation are desired. It can be an effective safety tool near
schools and recreation facilities and can also be used to discourage cut-through traffic. Raised
intersections are used in locations where loss of on-street parking would be acceptable.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 May increase emergency response times
 Slows traffic
 May increase traffic noise in vicinity of the
 Increases pedestrian visibility in the
intersection
crosswalks

May create drainage issues where raised
 Requires minimal maintenance
crossing extends from curb to curb
 No impact on access
Approximate cost: $25,000 to $75,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Speed Cushion

Speed cushions consist of either recycled rubber or asphalt, raised about 3 inches in height. The
length of the cushion is about 10 feet. The spaces between the cushions allow emergency vehicles
to partially straddle the device. These devices are most effective if used in a series at 300’ to 500’
spacing or in conjunction with other traffic calming devices.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 May increase emergency response times
 Not aesthetically pleasing
 May increase road maintenance costs

Reduces vehicle speed
Can reduce vehicular volumes
No restrictions to on-street parking
Does not restrict access
Requires minimum maintenance
Minimal impacts to emergency response
times
Approximate cost: $3,500 to $5,000 for set – (2016 dollars)
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Neighborhood Traffic Circles

Neighborhood Traffic Circles are raised island placed in the intersection around which traffic
circulates. Motorist yield to other motorists already in the intersection. Neighborhood Traffic Circles
required motorist to slow to a speed that allows them to comfortably maneuver. The outer ring of
the circle is mountable for large vehicles. The interior of the circle may be landscaped for enhanced
aesthetics.
Positive Aspects





Negative Aspects
 May increase emergency response times
Reduces intersection speed
 Increased difficulty of large vehicle
Reduces mid-block speeds by 10%
turning movement
Intersection collision reduction
 May result in bicycle/auto conflicts at
May include planting for increased
intersections because of narrowed travel
neighborhood aesthetics
lane

Approximate cost: $10,000 to $30,000 for set – (2016 dollars)
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Mid-Block Chokers

Chokers are raised islands in the parking zone that can be detached from the curb line to allow for
drainage. Mid-Block Chokers narrow the roadway and are most applicable on wide streets with
speeding and cut-through problems. Special attention is required during the design of Mid-Block
Chokers to provide for bicycle access.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 May require partial or total removal of onstreet parking
 Increases maintenance for areas where
street sweeping equipment cannot reach
motorist
between the choker and the curb line

Speed reduction
Breaks up driver’s sight-line
Reduces pedestrian crossing
Increases pedestrian and
visibility
Approximate cost: $15,000 to $35,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Medians

Medians are raised islands in the center of the roadway that separate traffic directions. Medians are
used on wide streets to narrow the travel lanes, interrupt sight distances down the center of the
roadway, and ease pedestrian crossings.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 Long
medians
may
interrupt
 Narrowed travel lanes can slow vehicle
emergency
access
and
operations
speeds
 May interrupt driveway access and
 Shortens pedestrian crossing
result in U-turns at the end of
 Opportunity for landscaping and visual
medians
enhancements to the neighborhood
 May require removal of parking
 Properly placed medians can result in
 High cost to construct and maintain
congestion relief and capacity increases
 Congestion Relief
Approximate cost: $35,000 to $100,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Bulbouts

Bulbouts narrow the street width, and create smaller corner radii, creating a shorter and safer
pedestrian crossing and encouraging drivers to slow down. Construction of bulbouts requires altering
the curb, gutter and sidewalk. Bulbouts may contain special paving or landscaping and are generally
used at intersections where parking is restricted.
Positive Aspects





Pedestrian crossing distance is reduced
Narrowed
roadway
section
may
contribute to reduction of speeds
Breaks up driver’s sight-line
Opportunity for landscaping and visual
enhancements to the neighborhood

Negative Aspects





Approximate cost: $15,000 to $35,000 – (2016 dollars)
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May reduce visibility for cyclists who are
less visible to turning and cross traffic
May require partial or total loss of parking
Could result in a minor increase on
maintenance
Care should be taken to keep motorists
from hitting bulbouts

Chicanes

A curved street alignment that can be designed into new developments or retrofitted in existing rightof-ways is called a chicane. The curvilinear alignment requires additional maneuvering and shortens
drivers’ sight-lines, resulting in lower average speeds. This device can be applied to any street where
speed control is desired, provided the street is wide enough to accommodate the curvilinear design.
Positive Aspects




May slow traffic
Changes the look of the street, making it
more aesthetically pleasing
Has minimal impact on emergency
response

Negative Aspects






Approximate cost: $35,000 to $100,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Involves
extensive
design
and
expensive implementation
May require partial or total removal of
on-street parking
Additional maintenance for service
vehicles to maneuver a curvilinear
street
May have little or no impact on cutthrough traffic
May require modification of drainage
features and other utilities

Volume Reduction Measures
Volume reduction traffic calming measures are primarily designed to reduce the traffic level on the
streets where they are installed.

Diverters

Diverters are raised areas placed diagonally across a four-way intersection that restrict through
movements and vehicles to turn. Diverters are most applicable to local streets where cut-through
traffic is a major problem.
Positive Aspects






Reduces cut-through traffic
Channels traffic flow, thus eliminating
conflicts at an intersection
Can be designed to accommodate
emergency vehicles
Opportunity for landscaping and visual
enhancements to the neighborhood
Can accommodate bicycle traffic through
intersection

Negative Aspects
 Will re-direct traffic to other local streets
 Causes increased travel time for local
residents
 Is a permanent measure, even though
problem may be limited to certain times
of day
 High installation costs
 May require partial or total removal of
parking near intersection
 Needs significant warning and guiding
signs

Approximate cost: $15,000 to $35,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Partial Closure

A Partial closure is a physical barrier that restricts vehicles from turning into a street, while still
allowing for bicycle access. The opposite lane is left open to allow vehicle exits. Two-way traffic is
maintained for the rest of the block. Partial closures are applicable to local streets where cut-through
traffic is a concern. It can also be a favorable traffic volume control measure.
Positive Aspects

Negative Aspects
 May require partial or total removal of on Restricts movements into a street while
street parking
maintaining full access and movement
 May redirect traffic to other local streets
within the street block for residents
 May increase trip length for local drivers
 Reduces cut-through traffic
 Is in effect at all times, even if cut-through
 Pedestrian crossing distance is reduced
problem exists only at certain times of
through a closure island
day
 Creates a space for street landscaping
Approximate cost: $10,000 to $30,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Full Street Closure

A complete closure of the street blocks both lanes of travel, so that the street becomes a cul-de-sac.
This device eliminates all through traffic and limits street access to local residents. This device is
applicable to local streets with major cut-through concerns where an emergency vehicle response
route does not exist. The closure location may be designed as a pocket park with through bicycle
and pedestrian access.
Positive Aspects




Restricts all through traffic
Effective volume and speed control
measure
Improves the aesthetic quality of the
street

Negative Aspects






May re-direct traffic to other local streets
May increase trip length for local drivers
May require partial removal of on-street
parking
Not applicable for designated emergency
vehicle response routes
May result in difficult turnaround
conditions

Approximate cost: $15,000 to $35,000 – (2016 dollars)
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Guidelines for Installation or Warrants
Regardless of the traffic calming measure under consideration, a complete evaluation of the existing
corridor’s signage, pedestrian facilities, on-street parking, lighting, speed and traffic volume
information should be completed.

Passive Traffic Calming Measures

Generally, Passive Traffic Calming Measures are lower cost and may be used where analysis
indicates a problem exists and an appropriate Passive Traffic Calming Measures can be installed
with successful results. If it is not likely that the Passive Traffic Calming Measures will be successful
or that the installed Passive Traffic Calming Measure has failed, more restrictive measures may be
appropriate.

Active Traffic Calming Measures

The following guidelines (warrants) are recommended to govern the installation of Active Traffic
Calming Measures, following analysis and study. Some or all of these guidelines may apply,
depending upon the individual street characteristics.
1. The street or street segment should be a two lane residential local or collector street with
continuous curb and gutter, asphalt concrete berm, or curb and gutter or may be constructed
as part of the traffic calming project.
2. The street segment should be at least 500 feet long.
3. The impacts to response time for emergency service vehicles must be evaluated and
determined negligible.
4. Guidelines apply only to streets with a speed limit of 30 miles per hour or less.
5. The 85th percentile speed must be at least seven miles per hour above the posted speed limit.
6. The average daily traffic volume, excluding cut-through traffic, should be more than 500
vehicles per day.
7. The subject location has good visibility;
8. Vertical deflection devices should not be placed on curves.
9. Vertical deflection devices should be located at or near residential property lines and away
from driveways, when possible.
10. Vertical deflection devices should be located near street lights to illuminate them for safe bike
and pedestrian activity at night.
11. Spacing between vertical deflection devices should be as even as possible to produce uniform
speed along an entire street. When placed in a series they should be placed between 200
and 600 feet apart. Spacing should allow at least one installation on each block.
12. Vertical deflections shall not be installed at locations with street grades in excess of 6%,
except under conditions where there are very short sections with grades up to 8%-10%.
13. The installation will not result in diversion of traffic to other residential streets.
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Volume Reduction Measures

The following guidelines (warrants) are recommended to govern the installation of Volume Reduction
Measures following analysis and study. Some or all of these guidelines may apply, depending upon
the individual street characteristics.
1. The impacts to response time for emergency service vehicles must be evaluated and
determined negligible.
2. The average daily traffic volume should exceed 500 vehicles per day.
3. Cut through traffic exceeds 10% of total daily and/or peak hour traffic.

Approval and Implementation Process
Neighborhood traffic calming is a term used to describe a process of education, enforcement, and
finally engineering. The education component typically is completed using a neighborhood meeting
in which residents can share concerns and help identify the problem. Additionally, education can
also include physical improvements such as speed limit signs, revised roadway striping, and speed
feedback indicators such as permanently mounted signs or temporally placed trailers to better
identify what drivers should be doing.
After the education phase is complete, enforcement activities are typically implemented. In this
phase, the drivers should now be well informed and compliance is now achieved through monetary
penalties in the form of traffic tickets. Enforcement work is highly effective to calm traffic speeds
when officers are present to enforce. Since it is not feasible to devote officers to one area for a
prolonged duration, lasting results will vary.
The last course of action is engineering. This phase would incorporate physical changes to roadway
geometry, which might include speed humps, speed tables, chokers, and medians.
The Neighborhood Traffic Calming process is designed and intended to be a “grass roots” effort.
With this in mind, notification of Neighborhood Traffic Calming needs comes from the neighborhoods.
1. Neighborhood representative writes letter requesting consideration, obtaining as many
neighbors’ signatures / support as available.
2. Staff receives and evaluates the request. Staff agendizes the request for a future Traffic
Commission Meeting date.
3. Staff writes a letter to residents to notify them of the Traffic Commission meeting date.
4. Traffic Commission meets to evaluate the request and determine if continued processing of
the requested traffic calming should be considered. If Traffic Commission determines
continued processing of the request is warranted, staff will begin data collection and the
review process.
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Speed
Feedback
Trailer

Counting
Tubes

Enforcement

5. If the concern relates to speed, data will be collected using the Speed Feedback Trailer. This
allows for data collection as well as informing motorists of current travel speeds.
6. After the Speed Feedback Trailer has obtained the data and been removed, if the data
indicates the need, increased speed enforcement will be implemented.
7. If increased enforcement is implemented, additional speed data may be obtained.
8. Staff will evaluate speed and enforcement data and prepare a report to present to the Traffic
Commission.
9. Staff writes a letter to residents to notify them of the Traffic Commission meeting date.
10. The Traffic Commission meets to review the data results and to determine if continued
processing of traffic calming should be considered or if the actions taken have achieved
desired results.
11. If the Traffic Commission determines continued processing is needed, staff will return and
bring forward traffic calming alternatives. This process is iterative until a amenable plan is
developed.

Neighborhood
Provides
Feedback

Staff Develops
Options

Traffic
Commission
Meets
12. A Preferred alternative is selected by the Traffic Commission with input from the
neighborhood. The requesting parties circulate a petition within the project area. This petition
must be circulated by the requesting parties, and returned containing the names and
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signatures of at least 66 % of the affected property owners in the project area. This petition is
limited to one signature per household.
13. Once Staff receives the petition, Staff will prepare a staff report for the City Council with the
Traffic Commission's recommendation and notify the neighborhood of the City Council
meeting date.
14. City Council reviews preliminary plan.
15. If City Council approves the preliminary plan, staff will request direction of City Council as to
funding of the improvements. The funding source may be City funds, funds from the
requesting parties or neighborhood, or some combination of the two. Funds from the
requesting parties or neighborhood, must be strictly on a volunteer basis.
16. If the City Council approves the preliminary plan with City funding, a budget request will be
prepared for consideration for the next Capital Improvement Plan budget.
17. If the budget is approved, design and construction of the improvements will be completed
based upon the funding delivery timeframe.
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Attachment 2

ARTICLE III, CHAPTER III, SECTION 3302
Section 2.7 - Advisory Traffic Committee.
There is hereby established an Advisory Traffic Committee consisting of a member of
the public to be appointed by the City Council, the Police Chief or the Police Chief’s
designee, the Director of Community Development or the Director of Community
Development’s designee, the Public Works Supervisor or the Public Works Supervisor’s
designee, and the Fire Chief or the Fire Chief’s designee. The member of the public
appointed by City Council shall serve at the will of the City Council or for a term of two
years expiring on January 15 of each odd-numbered year. The expiration of the first
two-year term shall be January 15, 2003. (Ord. 10; Am. Ord. 00-05)

